From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mark Graham
Amy Williams; 5GAwarenessNow@
neonclock@
City of Sacramento meeting on 4G and 5G cell antennas
Wednesday, October 9, 2019 15:04:41

Eric Windheim

October 9, 2019
Good afternoon Ms. Williams,
My name is Mark Graham and I live in the city of Elk Grove. I appreciate your invitation to
the City's meeting on 4G and 5G cell antennas and I plan to be there. I believe I can add a lot
to the conversation that will benefit both Sacramento residents and the City.
My email address is the one from which I am writing. Your earlier email message(s) to me did not reach
me because they were sent to the wrong email address.

From early March, 2018 to the present, over a year and a half, I led the grassroots campaign in
Elk Grove to keep cell antennas away from our homes. I began this effort with two other local
residents and we have worked together, gaining a few more dedicated members of our core
group. I reached out to other Elk Grove residents through the internet. We circulated
petitions, met with each Council Member individually twice, met with the City Manager and
City Attorney together twice, and held a symposium at Elk Grove City Hall on June 11 that
was co-hosted by Mayor Steve Ly and Supervisor Don Nottoli, spoke at many City Council
meetings. I emailed the Council Members and staff dozens of times, spent countless hours
learning about cell antenna health effects, policy options, and what other cities in California
have done, researched the Telecommunications Act of 1996 and how it affects the City's
power to regulate cell antennas, showed a documentary film called "Generation Zapped"
several times at the Elk Grove public library, and more. I gave a presentation at the City
Council's special meeting and community workshop on cell antenna health and permitting on
November 28, 2018 (last November). We made recommendations to the City as to what it
should put into the new zoning code amendment and master license agreement. In the Spring
and Summer of 2017 I was among several people I know who lobbied the California
Legislature in opposition to SB649, the telecommunications companies' bill to strip cities of
their powers to regulate cell antennas and to give that power to those companies. The City of
Elk Grove and 325 other California cities opposed SB649. Elk Grove opposed it for 2
reasons: local control and environmental effects (which include health effects.) On October
15, 2017 Governor Brown vetoed SB649, which was a huge victory for Californians and local
government. I have built a website with lots of information. I have sent out a newsletter about
once a week for several months. I have run paid ads on facebook to raise awareness and give
people the information they can use to inform themselves and make an informed decision
about what they want and do not want.
The City of Elk Grove recently (August 28) approved a new cell antenna policy consisting of a
zoning code amendment and master license agreement between the City and AT&T /
Cingular. There are some good things and some bad things about that new policy from which
the City of Sacramento can learn. There are also some things that should have been in that
new policy but are not. These are significant omissions by the City of Elk Grove of items that
I told the City about and / or the City should have learned about from talking with other
California cities. These omissions are going to come back to haunt the City. The City of
Sacramento can learn from those too.

Please keep me informed of all communication on this. Again my email address
is Mark@keepcellantennasawayfromourelkgrovehomes.org
Please delete any other email addresses that you associate with me.
Thank you.
Mark Graham
Keep Cell Antennas Away From Our Elk Grove Homes
http://www.keepcellantennasawayfromourelkgrovehomes.org/
On Oct 9, 2019, at 11:29 AM, Amy Williams <AWilliams@cityofsacramento.org> wrote:

Hello,

Thank you for your email. By way of this response, I am confirming that the folks you cc’d are
welcomed to attend the small working group meeting October 17. However, we are really trying to
keep this meeting to a small number so we can have more dialog and discussion. The thought was
that the information shared that night could be shared through your network and others for further
feedback.

As you know, City Staff was asked to complete a comprehensive review of ordinances, policies and
practices regarding small cell deployment. We have staff working on those recommendations and
we will share those with you next week. Our goal is to listen and get your feedback and insights at
the meeting on those recommendations. In addition, we have some time after the meeting and
before we go to Council in November to get additional input.

Amy Williams
Chief of Staff to the City Manager
City of Sacramento, 5th Floor
915 I Street | Sacramento, CA 95814
T 916.808.5014 | C

<neonclock@
From: neonclock@
Sent: Tuesday, October 8, 2019 3:46 PM
To: Amy Williams <AWilliams@cityofsacramento.org>
Cc: Eric Windheim <e.windheim@
Mark and Graham
<markandgraham@mail.markandgraham.com>; 5GAwarenessNow (via Google Drive)
<5gawarenessnow@
Subject: Re: Invitation to October 17 Meeting regarding small cell installation

Amy,

Thank you for the invitation to meet with the city staff about policy recommendations
on small cell installation. I will be at the meeting.
I would also like to invite Eric Windheim, a certified building biologist and Mark
Graham who was instrumental in helping Elk Grove formulate their placement
restrictions for small cells. I recommend that Noah Davidson be present too, since he
has been a significant stakeholder in the Pocket/Greenhaven community efforts to
restrict small cell placement.
I will be sending draft setback policies from other cities who have successfully
established small cell restrictions for distribution to city staff and other policy makers.
I am also asking to receive a list of other stakeholders who are being invited to the
October 17 meeting.
Thanks for getting this meeting calendared. I am looking forward to the meeting.
Regards,

Roark Vane

Keep Cell Antennas Away From Our Elk Grove Homes

http://www.keepcellantennasawayfromourelkgrovehomes.org/

Sent from my hard wired computer

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

notifier@steinberg4sac.com
Mayor Steinberg
Contact message 2018-08-30T14:14:22-04:00
Thursday, August 30, 2018 11:15:08

The following is a message sent via steinberg4sac.com from Robyn Hamlin
rrharri@
at 2018-08-30 14:14:22:
I am writing to express my disapproval of the City Council's decision to allow Verizon to use
Sacramento as a guinea pig for its rollout of 5G small cell antenna. I feel a decision this big
which entails so many negative ramifications should have been left to the voters instead of
quietly expedited and rubber-stamped by the council. Despite what the industry says, the race
to implement 5G is completely unnecessary. It will not improve cell phone reception or assist
first-responders in an emergency. It will not magically bring broadband to underserved or rural
communities and fix the digital divide. This massive build-out of wireless infrastructure is to
enable telecom companies to send powerful signals into provide homes to compete with cable
companies. 5G is not a utility. For-profit companies should not be permitted to use public
property without compensating taxpayers, or use private rights-of-way without consent of
property owners. Growing evidence of harm from RF microwave radiation is making
Americans like me vehemently opposed to the placement of 4G/5G antennas near our homes
and apartments. It should be my choice as to whether I want my family to be exposed or not.
There are now thousands of independent, peer-reviewed and published studies proving harm
from exposure to wireless radiation, and new alarming studies continue to come out every day.
This is a similar situation to tobacco and asbestos. We know what happened in those cases.
Placing 4G/5G antennas just a few feet from houses and apartments, and forcing citizens into
24/7 involuntary exposure in some sort of giant experiment is wrong. Wireless infrastructure
consumes at least ten times as much energy as wired technologies. A massive build-out of 5G
will significantly increase demand for power, resulting in greater greenhouse gas emissions
and pollution. Extreme weather events now routinely occur around the country – wildfires,
hurricanes, flash floods, mudslides, drought. These events are causing local governments to
carefully examine the implications of hanging hundreds of pounds of wireless transmission
equipment on telephone poles in their residential neighborhoods. We already have a better
solution anyway: Fiber optic is proven, it's safe, secure and much, much faster. Mr. Steinberg,
I expect you to protect my rights and my property. Continuous, involuntary exposure to
wireless radiation is not okay with voters like me, and unrest will grow as more science comes
out. I'm asking you to suspend the council's undemocratic "deal" with Verizon and to refrain
from squandering public funds or public property to facilitate the deployment of expanded
wireless networks. I'd like someone to get back to me and tell me what the mayor is going to
do about this issue. Sincerely, Robyn Hamlin

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Dennis M. Rogers
Yoon Chao
FW: Small Cell & 5G antennas in the Greenhaven & Pocket 95831 zipcode.
Thursday, July 19, 2018 11:06:59
SAC5G Constuction Door Tags Template NICKI 4-26-18.pdf

For your records and info.
From: Darin Arcolino
Sent: Thursday, July 19, 2018 10:24 AM
To: Eric Windheim <e.windheim@
Cc: Maria MacGunigal <MMacGunigal@cityofsacramento.org>; Dennis M. Rogers <dmrogers@cityofsacramento.org>
Subject: RE: Small Cell & 5G antennas in the Greenhaven & Pocket 95831 zipcode.
Hello Eric,
I spoke to Public Works and obtained the information below.
Sacramento City Code 12.20.070, Public notification of work, is outlined as
All persons performing work shall conform to any public notification requirements included in the permit, contract documents, or approved
plans. If notification is required, at a minimum, persons performing work shall notify residents and businesses immediately adjacent to the
project work in writing two working days in advance of beginning work. The notice shall be approved by the director, shall describe the work to
be performed, the anticipated duration of construction, and the name and daytime telephone number of the person performing the work. (Ord.
2002-004 § 7, 2002)
Speaking specifically to the Verizon Small Cell deployment, advanced notification is provided a minimum of 72-hours in advance of each installation to
those residents directly impacted by construction activities. Typically, those homes whose frontage will be temporarily occupied by Verizon Contractors
during installation. The notifications are provided via “door hangers,” an example of which is attached for your use.
As a local government, we are following the FCC rule consistent with the Telecommunications Act of 1996
No State or local government or instrumentality thereof may regulate the placement, construction, and modification of personal wireless service
facilities on the basis of the environmental effects of radio frequency emissions to the extent that such facilities comply with the regulations
contained in this chapter concerning the environmental effects of such emissions.
Here is a link to the latest City Express article on the Verizon 5G rollout https //sacramentocityexpress.com/2018/05/29/5g-wireless-connectivitycoming-to-sacramento-late-summer-2018/. The city will continue to update the site with information as it becomes available.
Thanks,
Darin
From: Eric Windheim <e.windheim@
Sent: Wednesday, July 18, 2018 5:32 PM
To: Darin Arcolino <DArcolino@cityofsacramento org>
Cc: Maria MacGunigal <MMacGunigal@cityofsacramento.org>; Dennis M. Rogers <dmrogers@cityofsacramento.org>; Planning
<Planning@cityofsacramento org>
Subject: Re: Small Cell & 5G antennas in the Greenhaven & Pocket 95831 zipcode.

Hello Darin, Maria, Dennis & planning,
I have not heard from Darin, since last Friday, so I am reaching out to City of Sacramento public records today as below.
Darin please send me my NOTICE since I am very close to the cell antenna or find out why I did not receive one.
If you can assist, redirect me or notify related city staff or departments about my CPRA request I will certainly appreciate that.
I am sure you can get me a copy of the Complete “RF Compliance Report”.
I have a right to be fully and factually informed about what my wife and I are going to be unwillingly exposed to.
My bedroom is in line of sight to the cell antenna on the left side of the City lamp pole.

I will be away after 11am tomorrow for the weekend.
Please advise as soon as possible.

Crews supervised by City Employees mounted Cell Antennas on the Pole #07495 , on the SW corner of Florin Rd and Long River Yesterday.

These antennas are aimed 200º magnetic compass direction, directly at my wife’s bedroom and our bedrooms. See Photos.

Here is what I request as soon as possible:
Complete "RF Compliance Report" for:
1. Sacramento Verizon 5G test pilot project. In midtown, H Street and the nifty 50s area.
2. Sacramento Verizon 5G project that is occurring city wide and right now in my 95831 zip code.
This is the Completed registered engineers report stating FCC Compliance that would include the following following items including but not limited to;
• antenna transmitter locations
                • the number of transmitters operating simultaneously
                • the frequency of each transmitting antenna
                • the number of channels (radios) per antenna
                • the effective maximum radiated power (ERP) for each channel and
                the expected radiated power for each channel
                • the direction of each antenna (show vertical plane pattern)
                • down-tilt of antennas should be taken into account in calculations at each location
• a topographic map showing location of the site and of surrounding buildings
• RFR calculations should be performed at the following elevations (AGL).
                Each elevation will require a separate computer modeling run, and should result
                in a run-out table to 0.01 uW/cm2, at 10' intervals (horizontal). The vertical
                elevations are RFR at 6', 16' 26', 40, 50', and 75' AGL. This will allow
                nearby residents and property/building owners to more closely estimate their
                predicted RFR exposures.            
                • Information should be overlain on a land use map showing nearest
                uncontrolled public access, distance to occupied buildings and designated
                land use for each building (home, school, day-care, pre-school, hospital,
                convalescent hospital or home, commercial office, shopping mall, etc)

Dear Eric:
Thank you for contacting the City of Sacramento to obtain public records.
The City received your Public Records Act request dated July 18, 2018 and has assigned the reference number P010458-071818 for tracking purposes.
Record(s) Requested: Complete “ F Compliance Report" for
1. Sacramento Verizon 5G test pilot project. in midtown, H street and the nifty 50s area.
2. Sacramento Verizon 5G project that is occurring city wide and right now in my 95831 zip code.
This is the Completed registered engineers RF compliance report stating FCC Compliance that would include the the following following items including but not
limited to; • antenna transmitter locations • the number of transmitters operating simultaneously • the frequency of each transmitting antenna • the number
of channels (radios) per antenna • the effective maximum radiated power (ERP) for each channel and the expected radiated power for each channel • the
direction of each antenna (show vertical plane pattern) • downtilt of antennas should be taken into account in calculations at each location • a topographic

map showing location of the site and of surrounding buildings • RFR calculations should be performed at the following elevations (AGL). Each elevation will
require a separate computer modeling run, and should result in a run-out table to 0.01 uW/cm2, at 10' intervals (horizontal). The vertical elevations are RFR at
6', 16' 26', 40, 50', and 75' AGL. This will allow nearby residents and property/building owners to more closely estimate their predicted RFR exposures. •
Information should be overlain on a land use map showing nearest uncontrolled public access, distance to occupied buildings and designated land use for each
building (home, school, day-care, pre-school, hospital, convalescent hospital or home, commercial office, shopping mall, etc)
We have begun processing your request.
The City of Sacramento has a new Open Records Portal that allows you to submit and track Public Records Act requests. Please visit the link below to monitor
request progress and submit future requests.
Sacramento Public Records Center

City of Sacramento Records
Eric Windheim BA, EMRS, BBEC
Certified Electromagnetic Radiation Specialist
Certified Building Biology Environmental Consultant
WindheimEMFSolutions.com
Office: 916-395-7336
Sacramento CA

On Jul 13, 2018, at 11:39 AM, Darin Arcolino <DArcolino@cityofsacramento.org> wrote:
Hello Eric,
I’m following up our phone call with more information on small cell deployment and the Verizon 5G project in Sacramento. Small cell attachments are
limited to 30’ mast arm street lights on Caltrans Type-15 poles. The specification sheet for these poles can be found here. Attachments to historic,
ornamental, traffic signals, and neighborhood 20’ mast arms poles are not permitted. The street light types found on your street (pictured below) are
not targets for small cell deployment. Every street light luminaire on the same circuit with a Caltrans Type-15 pole used for small cells will need a
photocell installed for light operation. The pole will also be wrapped with a red reflective strip at approximately 10’ from grade.
I’m confirming that pole #07495 on the corner of Florin Rd and Long River is marked for antenna installation, but construction has not yet begun. Poles
#006654, #07996, and #07502 on your street will only receive a photocell and are marked accordingly for future retrofit.
I will follow up about noticing and compass direction once I confirm with Inspectors and Verizon.
Don’t hesitate to call me with further questions. Have a great weekend!
Darin Arcolino
916-808-0403

From: Eric Windheim [mailto:e.windheim@
Sent: Tuesday, July 10, 2018 3:29 PM
To: Darin Arcolino <DArcolino@cityofsacramento.org>
Subject: Small Cell & 5G antennas in the Greenhaven & Pocket 95831 zipcode.
Dear Maria MacGunigal,
I am shocked to see the installation of 5G antennas on City of Sacramento lamp poles on Pocket Road and preparation work and pole markings

on Florin Rd and Greenhaven Dr in my immediate walking area as close as 210 feet to my house.
Why weren’t we notified about this plan to install theses close proximity microwave radiating antennas (CPMRA)?
Where was the public notice? We got nothing.
I strongly suggest that you halt any installation that is closer than 1500 feet to my house.
I have been following the very well publicized “Verizon 5G Pilot Test” at the 17 locations in mid-town and have all of the site plans.
I know a great deal about that Pilot Test project.
This project in my area is an extremely unwelcome and disturbing surprise: were was my notification, please advise?

Pole #07495 , on the SW corner of Florin Rd and Long River is marked for antenna installation and is less than:
195 feet from my property
210 feet from my guest bedroom
230 feet from my wife’s office
240 feet from our master bedroom
Pole #006654 is only 36 feet from my second story master bedroom window
Pole #07996 is about 190 away
Pole #07502 is about 250 feet away

There is direct line of sight to the lamp pole #07495 from several of the rooms upstairs including my office on the ground floor.
The above rooms are places where my wife and I spend 8 to 16 hours per day.
We work at home and currently have a very low RF radiation exposure as measured by the meters I used every day in my business.
Here are my basic questions for which I will appreciate a very prompt response.
Please do not wait for a CPMRA to be installed near my home.
1.            Why is this new 5G CPRA project being rapidly installed in my 95831 zip code without any notice to close proximity property owners?
Certainly the City knows this?
2.            What department and individuals were responsible for approving or allowing this? Certainly the City knows this.
3.            What are the street address locations and pole#s where the CPMRAs will be installed in the entire 95831 zip code. Certainly the City
knows this?
4.            What compass direction(s) will these CPMRAs be aimed for each of these poles?
5.            When will the CPMRAs that are already installed start radiating?
6.            Please send me a copy of my public notice about this 5G project close to my house.
I would appreciate a very prompt response with accurate and full disclosure.
Sincerely,
Eric Windheim BA, EMRS, BBEC
Certified Electromagnetic Radiation Specialist
Certified Building Biology Environmental Consultant
WindheimEMFSolutions com
Office: 916-395-7336
10 Riverstar Circle
Sacramento CA 95831

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ForceOneF tness
Lisa Canf e d; Rick Jenn ngs; Luis Montes; Dennis M. Rogers; Yoon Chao; Ke ly F. Rivas
Fwd: FW: Verizon Antenna on Pocket Road
Thursday Apr l 4 2019 13:08:34

---------- Forwarded message --------From: ForceOneFitness <forceonefitness@
Date: Thu, Apr 4, 2019 at 1:03 PM
Subject: Re: FW: Verizon Antenna on Pocket Road
To: Natasha Greer <NGreer@cityofsacramento org>
Hello Natasha. Thank you for your response. I appreciate you sharing my concerns with city staff, however I am looking for a resolution to this problem right now. Not in weeks or months. My family is being exposed to extremely high levels of potentially dangerous
radiation against their will. We did not give anyone permission to install that antenna. We were not even consulted. The World Health Organization classifies the radiation emitted by cell antennas as (2b) possibly carcinogenic to humans. How is it acceptable to expose
my family to such high levels of a possibly carcinogenic substance against their will? How can you possibly justify that as fair? My nieces have been sick on and off for two months straight. They were sick twice in their entire lives before this antenna was installed. How
do you think that affects our mental state? Knowing that your children are possibly being harmed because of an action taken by Verizon, in coordination with our government, against our will. They hardly spend any time at their home anymore because they do not feel
safe in their own home. They are considering selling their home, but would they even be able to find a buyer at this point? Who wants to live right next to an antenna that is emitting 20 times more radiation than the antenna on Weston Elementary School that was recently
turned off due to health concerns. 10 individuals developed cancer in the immediate vicinity of that antenna. This antenna is 20X worse. Would you want to live next to that? We don't.
If someone chooses to smoke cigarettes or use a tanning bed that is their choice and their right to endanger their health. We did not have a choice in this matter and our rights have been stripped. This weekend I plan on going door to door to all the neighborhoods that
have had these antennas installed and sharing my findings. I expect as more people become aware of this issue, there will be more push back. Please look to find a more meaningful resolution to this matter in a shorter time frame. I appreciate your time and your effort.
Thank you.
On Thu, Apr 4, 2019 at 10:41 AM Natasha Greer <NGreer@cityofsacramento.org> wrote:
Good morning Noah

I have read your response. I’m currently working with City executive staff to keep the internal dialogue open regarding constituent concerns with our 5G deployment. At this point I can’t say what the outcome of these meetings will be but know that we take these
concerns seriously.

Natasha Greer PMP
IT P oject Manage | City of Sac amento
Office (916) 808-7920   

E-mail co espondence with the City f Sac amento (and attachments f any) may be subject to the Cal fo nia Publ c Reco ds Act and as such may be subject to public d sclosu e unless othe wise exempt unde the Act

From: ForceOneFitness <forceonefitness@
Sent: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 1:42 PM
To: Natasha Greer <NGreer@cityofsacramento org>
Subject: Re: FW: Verizon Antenna on Pocket Road

Hello Natasha. Just following up on my email from last night. Hopefully you have had time to look over it and have some sort of resolution for me. Thank you.

On Tue, Apr 2, 2019 at 10:50 PM ForceOneFitness <forceonefitness@

wrote:

Hello Natasha. Thank you for reaching out to me. I am not a lawyer, so could you please clarify what I am supposed to be getting from the statement you provided. Petaluma, Mill Valley, Monterey, Hillsborough, Ross, San Anselmo and Sebastopol have all been
successful is pushing back against 5G. But I am not asking to stop 5G from coming to Sacramento. I just do not want an antenna right in front of my family's home. There are many reasons for this. The primary reason is safety. There are many studies showing
negative health effects, including cancer, resulting from exposure to Radio Frequency (RF) radiation. I will link a
few. https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16962663  https://www.niehs.nih.gov/news/newsroom/releases/2018/november1/index.cfm  https://academic.oup.com/aje/article/155/12/1096/123184  https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.3109/15368378.2014.906446?
src recsys There are real life cases in the news very recently of people getting cancer and attributing it to a near by cell antenna. https://www.modbee.com/news/article228538324.html As the article states, that antenna was recently turned off. My family hired Eric
Windheim, the same independent expert hired by the parents at Weston Elementary School. Measurements taken inside our home far exceeded the highest readings from the Ripon case. In fact, Eric said the readings he took inside the room closest to the antenna were
the second highest power density readings he has ever encountered. One thing I am not sure was considered in the planning of this project, was how close the antennas would be to peoples homes. According to FCC
guidelines https://www fcc gov/consumers/guides/human-exposure-radio-frequency-fields-guidelines-cellular-and-pcs-sites cellular antennas are typically 50-200 feet above ground. The antenna outside my sisters home is at the same height as the second story of her
home. So we do not have any vertical distance barrier. The guidelines also state "in order to be exposed to RF levels near the FCC's guidelines, an individual would essentially have to remain in the main transmitting beam and within a few feet of the antenna for
several minutes or longer." Putting the antennas right outside peoples windows creates a scenario where that can actually happen. We could be dealing with near 24/7 exposure for individuals that do not leave their home often.

The second reason we do not want an antenna in front of our home is the loss of property value. There are a number of articles from the realtor industry that document property devaluations after cell antennas are built nearby. I will link a few. https://ehtrust.org/wpcontent/uploads/Cell-Towers-Home-Values.pdf  http://gattonweb.uky.edu/Faculty/blomquist/LE%202016%20Locke%20Blomquist%20towers.pdf  https://www.parealtor.org/justlisted/cell-towers-impact-property-values/ One of those articles claims 94% of home
buyers are “less interested and would pay less” for a property located near a cell tower or antenna. And that is just NEAR a cell antenna. We are right next to it. Anyone who is concerned about the health effects of RF radiation would never buy a home right next to a
cell antenna. I know I wouldn't. So if we wanted to sell our home to get away from the antenna there is a percentage of the market that would not be willing to buy our home at all.

The third reason we do not want an antenna near our home is because there is already precedent for individuals and communities successfully resisting exposure the cellular antennas. I mentioned the cities above that were successful in stopping or limiting 5G from
being implemented in their cities. I mentioned the case in Ripon where parents from Weston Elementary school were successful in getting Sprint to turn off and relocate the antenna over health concerns. Most famously, is the 2017 case involving California
firefighters lobbying and successfully amending bill SB649 to prevent cell antennas from being installed on fire stations. The International Association of Firefighters has long held a stance against putting cellular antennas in neighborhoods and around fire stations
citing many studies that show adverse health effects related to RF radiation exposure http://www.iaff.org/hs/Facts/CellTowerFinal.asp By exempting them from having cell antennas on their stations and placing them near our homes, you are saying our health, our
safety, our lives are less valuable than theirs.

The last reason we do not want an antenna near our home is that it is just plain unfair. We did not request this antenna or this service. We were not asked for permission to place the antenna in front of our home. We were not even warned ahead of time. One day it just
showed up. And now our health is endangered, our property is worth less, and we have limited usability of our family home that has been in our family for over 20 years. Please explain how this can possibly be considered fair. How would you feel if this happened to
your family?

Everyone in my family, and most of the neighbors I have spoken with want the antenna turned off immediately and moved as soon as possible. What can be done to make that happen?

On Tue, Apr 2, 2019 at 3:58 PM Natasha Greer <NGreer@cityofsacramento.org> wrote:
Good afternoon Mr. Davidson

Thank you for your ema l. I am a Project Manager working on the 5G implementation project within the City. I understand the concerns you have regarding small cell antennas. The Telecommunications Act of 1996 specifically states that “no State or local statute
or regulation or the State or local legal requirement may prohibit or have the effect of prohibiting the ability of any entity to provide any interstate or intrastate telecommunications service.” The FCC ruling last September further limits the rights of local
governments when it comes to placement and density of these antennas. However we are closely watching developments from the FCC and the World Health Organization with regard to these health concerns.

Natasha Greer PMP
IT P oject Manage | City of Sac amento
Office (916) 808-7920   

E-mail co espondence with the City f Sac amento (and attachments f any) may be subject to the Cal fo nia Publ c Reco ds Act and as such may be subject to public d sclosu e unless othe wise exempt unde the Act

From: Lisa Canfield
Sent: Tuesday, April 2, 2019 3:27 PM
To: Natasha Greer <NGreer@cityofsacramento.org>
Subject: FW: Verizon Antenna on Pocket Road

Lisa Canfield
Executive Assistant

OFFICE OF COUNCILMEMBER RICK JENNINGS, II
Sacramento City Council | District 7

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

ForceOneFitness
Amy Williams; Angelique Ashby; Allen W. Warren; Rick Jennings; Jeff S. Harris; Steve Hansen; Jay Schenirer;
Lawrence R. Carr; Susana Alcala Wood; Howard Chan; clerk; Mayor Steinberg; Eric Guerra; Mindy Cuppy;
dcovill@cbnorcal.com; aogilvie.sacpdc@
Maria MacGunigal
neonclock@
MG; Eric Windheim; Patti Lewkowitz
Fwd: Petaluma resisted 5G
Wednesday, October 9, 2019 23:59:54
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[City Clerk Mindy Cuppy, please enter this email into the public record. Thank you very
much.]
Hello I requested from the public records department a copy of the current
telecommunications ordinance being used by the city for the small cell deployment that is
ongoing in Sacramento. I received the attached file from 1997. I wanted to verify that this is
what the city is currently working off of for the small cells being installed. I also had a few
questions that I think would best be answered by the city attorney or her staff:
1. What subsection(s) do the small cells being installed on light poles fall under? I think D-6,
but I want to confirm. Do any other subsections apply to the small cells currently being
installed?
2. Do the proposed policy updates define small cells in their own category, with their own
regulations?
3. What is the City's scope to regulate placement of the cell antennas? Throughout much of
this process, the city, including the city attorney, has told me that the city has little or no
authority to regulate the placement of the cell antennas. I have argued that this position is
directly contradicted by the CA Supreme Court Decision T Mobile v San
Francisco https://scientists4wiredtech.com/2019-ca-supreme-court-decision-t-mobile-v-sanfrancisco/ which upheld the City of San Francisco's authority to regulate the placement of cell
antennas to prevent them from incommoding the public use of roads, which was defined to
include "causing negative health consequences" OR "creating safety concerns." Ordinances
passed by other cities to regulate placement of cell antennas also contradict what the city has
told me regarding their authority to regulate placement of the antennas.
https://mdsafetech.org/cell-tower-and-city-ordinances/ I think it is critical moving forward that
we are on the same page as to what powers the city has, as well as what powers the city is
willing to use, to regulate placement of the antennas. Please inform me and my group what the
City of Sacramento's current position is on this issue.
I have forwarded a response I received from the City of Petaluma that has passed one of the
most protective ordinances in California. They have outright restricted placement of cell
antennas in residential areas. In commercial and industrial zones they have required a 500 foot
setback from any existing or proposed residence. This is an extremely simple and protective
approach to keeping your constituents safe from unnecessarily high RF exposure and I would
love to see something similar passed in Sacramento. There are other ways to accomplish the
same objective, but this is one of the most simple and protective. I will provide you all with
other tools/options used by other cities to regulate placement of the antennas in the next few
days. Please get back to us with answers to these questions so we can better prepare for our
meeting and better balance the goals of the city with the goals of our group. Thank you.

---------- Forwarded message --------From: 5GAwarenessNow <5gawarenessnow@
Date: Wed, Oct 9, 2019 at 11:23 PM
Subject: Fwd: Petaluma resisted 5G
To: ForceOneFitness <forceonefitness@

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Cooper, Claire <CCooper@cityofpetaluma.org>
Date: Tue, Sep 3, 2019 at 9:05 AM
Subject: RE: Petaluma resisted 5G
To: 5GAwarenessNow <5gawarenessnow@
Barrett,Teresa
<tbarrett@cityofpetaluma.org>, -- City Clerk <CityClerk@cityofpetaluma.org>

Dear Mr. Davidson,

In September 2018, the Petaluma City Council adopted the attached ordinance regulating
small cell facilities.

Regards,

Claire Cooper

Claire Cooper, CMC, City Clerk
City of Petaluma, California
11 English Street | Petaluma, CA 94952

(: 707.778.4360 | FAX: 707.778.4554
Email: cityclerk@cityofpetaluma.org

Web: cityofpetaluma.net
City Business Hours: Monday – Thursday, 8:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
Closed Fridays

  

    

Democracy is based upon the conviction that there are extraordinary possibilities in
ordinary people. ~ Henry Emerson Fosdick (1878-1969)

City of Petaluma records, including emails, are subject to the California Public Records Act. Unless exemptions
apply, this email, any attachments and any replies are subject to disclosure on request, and neither the sender nor
any recipients should have any expectation of privacy regarding the contents of such communications.

From: 5GAwarenessNow <5gawarenessnow@
Sent: Friday, August 30, 2019 5:02 AM
To: Barrett,Teresa <tbarrett@cityofpetaluma.org>; -- City Clerk
<CityClerk@cityofpetaluma.org>
Subject: Petaluma resisted 5G

---Warning: Use caution before clicking any attachments. THIS EMAIL IS FROM OUTSIDE
OUR EMAIL SYSTEM.--Hello, my name is Noah. I was hoping you could give me some insight into how Petaluma
resisted 5G. Thank you.

Noah Davidson

www.5GAwarenessNow.com

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

ForceOneFitness
Amy Williams; Angelique Ashby; Allen W. Warren; Rick Jennings; Jeff S. Harris; Steve Hansen; Jay Schenirer;
Lawrence R. Carr; Susana Alcala Wood; Howard Chan; clerk; Mayor Steinberg; Eric Guerra; Mindy Cuppy;
dcovill@cbnorcal.com; aogilvie.sacpdc@
Maria MacGunigal
neonclock@
MG; Eric Windheim; Patti Lewkowitz
Fwd: Petaluma resisted 5G
Wednesday, October 9, 2019 23:59:59
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OR1997-0023 Regulation of antennas and telecommunications facilities.pdf

[City Clerk Mindy Cuppy, please enter this email into the public record. Thank you very
much.]
Hello I requested from the public records department a copy of the current
telecommunications ordinance being used by the city for the small cell deployment that is
ongoing in Sacramento. I received the attached file from 1997. I wanted to verify that this is
what the city is currently working off of for the small cells being installed. I also had a few
questions that I think would best be answered by the city attorney or her staff:
1. What subsection(s) do the small cells being installed on light poles fall under? I think D-6,
but I want to confirm. Do any other subsections apply to the small cells currently being
installed?
2. Do the proposed policy updates define small cells in their own category, with their own
regulations?
3. What is the City's scope to regulate placement of the cell antennas? Throughout much of
this process, the city, including the city attorney, has told me that the city has little or no
authority to regulate the placement of the cell antennas. I have argued that this position is
directly contradicted by the CA Supreme Court Decision T Mobile v San
Francisco https://scientists4wiredtech.com/2019-ca-supreme-court-decision-t-mobile-v-sanfrancisco/ which upheld the City of San Francisco's authority to regulate the placement of cell
antennas to prevent them from incommoding the public use of roads, which was defined to
include "causing negative health consequences" OR "creating safety concerns." Ordinances
passed by other cities to regulate placement of cell antennas also contradict what the city has
told me regarding their authority to regulate placement of the antennas.
https://mdsafetech.org/cell-tower-and-city-ordinances/ I think it is critical moving forward that
we are on the same page as to what powers the city has, as well as what powers the city is
willing to use, to regulate placement of the antennas. Please inform me and my group what the
City of Sacramento's current position is on this issue.
I have forwarded a response I received from the City of Petaluma that has passed one of the
most protective ordinances in California. They have outright restricted placement of cell
antennas in residential areas. In commercial and industrial zones they have required a 500 foot
setback from any existing or proposed residence. This is an extremely simple and protective
approach to keeping your constituents safe from unnecessarily high RF exposure and I would
love to see something similar passed in Sacramento. There are other ways to accomplish the
same objective, but this is one of the most simple and protective. I will provide you all with
other tools/options used by other cities to regulate placement of the antennas in the next few
days. Please get back to us with answers to these questions so we can better prepare for our
meeting and better balance the goals of the city with the goals of our group. Thank you.

---------- Forwarded message --------From: 5GAwarenessNow <5gawarenessnow@
Date: Wed, Oct 9, 2019 at 11:23 PM
Subject: Fwd: Petaluma resisted 5G
To: ForceOneFitness <forceonefitness@

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Cooper, Claire <CCooper@cityofpetaluma.org>
Date: Tue, Sep 3, 2019 at 9:05 AM
Subject: RE: Petaluma resisted 5G
To: 5GAwarenessNow <5gawarenessnow@
Barrett,Teresa
<tbarrett@cityofpetaluma.org>, -- City Clerk <CityClerk@cityofpetaluma.org>

Dear Mr. Davidson,

In September 2018, the Petaluma City Council adopted the attached ordinance regulating
small cell facilities.

Regards,

Claire Cooper

Claire Cooper, CMC, City Clerk
City of Petaluma, California
11 English Street | Petaluma, CA 94952

(: 707.778.4360 | FAX: 707.778.4554
Email: cityclerk@cityofpetaluma.org

Web: cityofpetaluma.net
City Business Hours: Monday – Thursday, 8:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
Closed Fridays

  

    

Democracy is based upon the conviction that there are extraordinary possibilities in
ordinary people. ~ Henry Emerson Fosdick (1878-1969)

City of Petaluma records, including emails, are subject to the California Public Records Act. Unless exemptions
apply, this email, any attachments and any replies are subject to disclosure on request, and neither the sender nor
any recipients should have any expectation of privacy regarding the contents of such communications.

From: 5GAwarenessNow <5gawarenessnow@
Sent: Friday, August 30, 2019 5:02 AM
To: Barrett,Teresa <tbarrett@cityofpetaluma.org>; -- City Clerk
<CityClerk@cityofpetaluma.org>
Subject: Petaluma resisted 5G

---Warning: Use caution before clicking any attachments. THIS EMAIL IS FROM OUTSIDE
OUR EMAIL SYSTEM.--Hello, my name is Noah. I was hoping you could give me some insight into how Petaluma
resisted 5G. Thank you.

Noah Davidson

www.5GAwarenessNow.com

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

r
Angelique Ashby; ",awarren"@cityofsacramento.org; ",rjennings"@cityofsacramento.org;
",jsharris"@cityofsacramento.org; ",Shansen"@cityofsacramento.org; ",jschenirer"@cityofsacramento.org;
",lcarr"@cityofsacramento.org; ",sawood"@cityofsacramento.org; ",hchan"@cityofsacramento.org;
",clerk"@cityofsacramento.org; ",MayorSteinberg"@cityofsacramento.org
Opposed to 5G in neighborhoods
Monday, September 23, 2019 13:52:38

???? I am a resident of Sacramento and am writing to express my disapproval of the City
Council's decision to allow Verizon to use Sacramento as a guinea pig for its rollout of 5G
small cell antenna. I feel a decision this big which entails so many possible negative
ramifications should have been left to the voters instead of quietly expedited and rubberstamped by the council.
???? Growing evidence of harm from radio-frequency microwave radiation is making
Americans like me vehemently opposed to the placement of 4G/5G antennas near our homes
and apartments.?? It should be my choice as to whether I want my family to be exposed or not.
????There are now many independent, peer-reviewed and published studies proving harm
from exposure to wireless radiation, and new alarming studies continue to come out every day.
This is a similar situation to tobacco and asbestos. We know what happened in those cases.
Placing 4G/5G antennas just a few feet from houses and apartments, and forcing citizens into
24/7 involuntary exposure in some sort of giant experiment is wrong.
???????? Mr. Steinberg and Councilmembers, I expect you to protect my rights and my
property. Continuous, involuntary exposure to wireless radiation is not okay with voters like
me, and unrest will grow as more science comes out.?? I'm asking you to suspend the council's
undemocratic "deal" with Verizon and to refrain from squandering public funds or public
property to facilitate the deployment of expanded wireless networks.
I'd like someone to get back to me and tell me what the mayor is going to do about this issue.
Sincerely,
Robyn Hamlin

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

ForceOneFitness
Angelique Ashby; Allen W. Warren; Rick Jennings; Jeff S. Harris; Steve Hansen; Jay Schenirer; Lawrence R. Carr;
Susana Alcala Wood; Howard Chan; clerk; Mayor Steinberg; Eric Guerra; Mindy Cuppy; dcovill@cbnorcal.com;
aogilvie.sacpdc@
Amy Williams; Maria MacGunigal
Overview of other city"s cell antenna ordinances
Monday, October 14, 2019 13:36:19
Cell Antenna Ordinance Overview.pdf

[City clerk, please add this email and attached PDF to the public record. Thank you for
doing so. Amy Williams, can you please forward this email and attachment to all city
staff that will be attending Thursday's "Stakeholder Meeting." Thank you for doing so.]
Hello City Council and staff. I am providing you an overview of what our group considers five
of the best ordinances passed by other California cities regarding cell antennas. The best
thing about these ordinances is that they keep cell antennas away from homes. I have
included the cities, their ordinances, the relevant text from the codes and where to find it, and
the cities' stated purpose for implementing these changes. I hope you find the document very
easy to read and digest. Please review these other cities' actions and please, PLEASE,
implement similar changes to Sacramento's cell antenna ordinance. It is your duty as our
elected representatives to implement this technology in a way that will not harm our health,
our property, our privacy, or our rights.
I have made repeated requests to the city asking for the city's specific purpose for installing
this antenna network. I have not received a response. In absence of your response all I can go
off of are the general statements made by City Council at city council meetings. These
statements generally point to creating jobs, specifically tech jobs. First I would ask if the 600
antennas that have been installed have created any jobs for Sacramento residents? If so, can
you please point to them. I know the construction of the antennas has created work for the
contractors, but according to the Sacramento Business Journal, Verizon did not hire
Sacramento firms to install the antennas, instead opting to hire out of town contractors with
poor track records for safety and
accountability. https://www.bizjournals.com/sacramento/news/2019/06/24/citys-5g-deal-withverizon-delivers-less-than.html
In my opinion, installing these antennas in residential neighborhoods is not going to create any
jobs. I can not even conceive how it possibly could. The argument could be made that
installing the antennas in commercial or industrial areas will create jobs or potentially pave the
way for technological advancements. More likely I think it will pave the way for more
automation and likely result in a net loss of jobs.
Please approach this issue with more caution and really ask yourselves what is to be gained by
installing these antennas near people's homes. We just passed the one year anniversary of 5G
in Sacramento and we have already installed 600 antennas. What has been gained? What will
be gained by installing hundreds or thousands more?
Thank you.
Noah Davidson

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

ForceOneFitness
Angelique Ashby; Allen W. Warren; Rick Jennings; Jeff S. Harris; Steve Hansen; Jay Schenirer; Lawrence R. Carr;
Susana Alcala Wood; Howard Chan; clerk; Mayor Steinberg; Eric Guerra; Mindy Cuppy; dcovill@cbnorcal.com;
aogilvie.sacpdc@
Amy Williams; Maria MacGunigal
Overview of other city"s cell antenna ordinances
Monday, October 14, 2019 13:36:23
Cell Antenna Ordinance Overview.pdf

[City clerk, please add this email and attached PDF to the public record. Thank you for
doing so. Amy Williams, can you please forward this email and attachment to all city
staff that will be attending Thursday's "Stakeholder Meeting." Thank you for doing so.]
Hello City Council and staff. I am providing you an overview of what our group considers five
of the best ordinances passed by other California cities regarding cell antennas. The best
thing about these ordinances is that they keep cell antennas away from homes. I have
included the cities, their ordinances, the relevant text from the codes and where to find it, and
the cities' stated purpose for implementing these changes. I hope you find the document very
easy to read and digest. Please review these other cities' actions and please, PLEASE,
implement similar changes to Sacramento's cell antenna ordinance. It is your duty as our
elected representatives to implement this technology in a way that will not harm our health,
our property, our privacy, or our rights.
I have made repeated requests to the city asking for the city's specific purpose for installing
this antenna network. I have not received a response. In absence of your response all I can go
off of are the general statements made by City Council at city council meetings. These
statements generally point to creating jobs, specifically tech jobs. First I would ask if the 600
antennas that have been installed have created any jobs for Sacramento residents? If so, can
you please point to them. I know the construction of the antennas has created work for the
contractors, but according to the Sacramento Business Journal, Verizon did not hire
Sacramento firms to install the antennas, instead opting to hire out of town contractors with
poor track records for safety and
accountability. https://www.bizjournals.com/sacramento/news/2019/06/24/citys-5g-deal-withverizon-delivers-less-than.html
In my opinion, installing these antennas in residential neighborhoods is not going to create any
jobs. I can not even conceive how it possibly could. The argument could be made that
installing the antennas in commercial or industrial areas will create jobs or potentially pave the
way for technological advancements. More likely I think it will pave the way for more
automation and likely result in a net loss of jobs.
Please approach this issue with more caution and really ask yourselves what is to be gained by
installing these antennas near people's homes. We just passed the one year anniversary of 5G
in Sacramento and we have already installed 600 antennas. What has been gained? What will
be gained by installing hundreds or thousands more?
Thank you.
Noah Davidson

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Peter R Harvey
"Eric Windheim"; Darin Arcolino
Maria MacGunigal; Dennis M. Rogers; Planning
RE: [cell-tower] Re: Small Cell & 5G antennas in the Greenhaven & Pocket 95831 zipcode.
Wednesday, July 18, 2018 18:10:44

Eric How high is your house? These antennas have a fairly narrow beam spread vertically because
every watt they dump into a house is a lot of customers lost.
If you know the transmitter specification (manufacturer and model #), I think I can help project the
power into your house.
I work for UC Berkeley on NASA projects. We use microwaves CAREFULLY around here.
-

Peter Harvey

From: cell-tower@googlegroups.com [mailto:cell-tower@googlegroups.com] On Behalf Of Eric Windheim
Sent: Wednesday, July 18, 2018 5:32 PM
To: Darin Arcolino
Cc: Maria MacGunigal; Dennis M. Rogers; planning@cityofsacramento.org
Subject: [cell-tower] Re: Small Cell & 5G antennas in the Greenhaven & Pocket 95831 zipcode.

Hello Darin, Maria, Dennis & planning,
I have not heard from Darin, since last Friday, so I am reaching out to City of Sacramento public records today as below.
Darin please send me my NOTICE since I am very close to the cell antenna or find out why I did not receive one.
If you can assist, redirect me or notify related city staff or departments about my CPRA request I will certainly appreciate that.
I am sure you can get me a copy of the Complete “RF Compliance Report”.
I have a right to be fully and factually informed about what my wife and I are going to be unwillingly exposed to.
My bedroom is in line of sight to the cell antenna on the left side of the City lamp pole.

I will be away after 11am tomorrow for the weekend.
Please advise as soon as possible.
Crews supervised by City Employees mounted Cell Antennas on the Pole #07495 , on the SW corner of Florin Rd and Long River Yesterday.

On Jul 13, 2018, at 11:39 AM, Darin Arcolino <DArcolino@cityofsacramento.org> wrote:
Hello Eric,
I’m following up our phone call with more information on small cell deployment and the Verizon 5G project in Sacramento. Small cell attachments are
limited to 30’ mast arm street lights on Caltrans Type-15 poles. The specification sheet for these poles can be found here. Attachments to historic,
ornamental, traffic signals, and neighborhood 20’ mast arms poles are not permitted. The street light types found on your street (pictured below) are
not targets for small cell deployment. Every street light luminaire on the same circuit with a Caltrans Type-15 pole used for small cells will need a
photocell installed for light operation. The pole will also be wrapped with a red reflective strip at approximately 10’ from grade.
I’m confirming that pole #07495 on the corner of Florin Rd and Long River is marked for antenna installation, but construction has not yet begun. Poles
#006654, #07996, and #07502 on your street will only receive a photocell and are marked accordingly for future retrofit.
I will follow up about noticing and compass direction once I confirm with Inspectors and Verizon.
Don’t hesitate to call me with further questions. Have a great weekend!
Darin Arcolino
916-808-0403

From: Eric Windheim [mailto:e.windheim@
Sent: Tuesday, July 10, 2018 3:29 PM
To: Darin Arcolino <DArcolino@cityofsacramento.org>
Subject: Small Cell & 5G antennas in the Greenhaven & Pocket 95831 zipcode.
Dear Maria MacGunigal,
I am shocked to see the installation of 5G antennas on City of Sacramento lamp poles on Pocket Road and preparation work and pole markings
on Florin Rd and Greenhaven Dr in my immediate walking area as close as 210 feet to my house.
Why weren’t we notified about this plan to install theses close proximity microwave radiating antennas (CPMRA)?
Where was the public notice? We got nothing.
I strongly suggest that you halt any installation that is closer than 1500 feet to my house.
I have been following the very well publicized “Verizon 5G Pilot Test” at the 17 locations in mid-town and have all of the site plans.
I know a great deal about that Pilot Test project.
This project in my area is an extremely unwelcome and disturbing surprise: were was my notification, please advise?

Pole #07495 , on the SW corner of Florin Rd and Long River is marked for antenna installation and is less than:
195 feet from my property
210 feet from my guest bedroom
230 feet from my wife’s office
240 feet from our master bedroom
Pole #006654 is only 36 feet from my second story master bedroom window
Pole #07996 is about 190 away
Pole #07502 is about 250 feet away

There is direct line of sight to the lamp pole #07495 from several of the rooms upstairs including my office on the ground floor.
The above rooms are places where my wife and I spend 8 to 16 hours per day.

We work at home and currently have a very low RF radiation exposure as measured by the meters I used every day in my business.
Here are my basic questions for which I will appreciate a very prompt response.
Please do not wait for a CPMRA to be installed near my home.
1.            Why is this new 5G CPRA project being rapidly installed in my 95831 zip code without any notice to close proximity property owners?
Certainly the City knows this?
2.            What department and individuals were responsible for approving or allowing this? Certainly the City knows this.
3.            What are the street address locations and pole#s where the CPMRAs will be installed in the entire 95831 zip code. Certainly the City
knows this?
4.            What compass direction(s) will these CPMRAs be aimed for each of these poles?
5            When will the CPMRAs that are already installed start radiating?
6.            Please send me a copy of my public notice about this 5G project close to my house.
I would appreciate a very prompt response with accurate and full disclosure.
Sincerely,
Eric Windheim BA, EMRS, BBEC
Certified Electromagnetic Radiation Specialist
Certified Building Biology Environmental Consultant
WindheimEMFSolutions com
Office: 916-395-7336
10 Riverstar Circle
Sacramento CA 95831

-You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "Cell tower" group.
To unsubscribe from this group and stop receiving emails from it, send an email to cell-tower+unsubscribe@googlegroups.com.
Visit this group at https://groups.google.com/group/cell-tower.
To view this discussion on the web visit https://groups.google.com/d/msgid/cell-tower/49C9A77F-E76C-4F95-83B991E662A44D07%
For more options, visit https://groups.google.com/d/optout.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Matthew Johns
Marycon Young
Natasha Greer; Darin Arcolino; Jon Liffring; Amy Williams
RE: [E] P3 Small Cell Public Notification - response requested
Wednesday, July 18, 2018 13:51:00
SAC5G Constuction Door Tags Template NICKI 4-26-18.pdf

Hi Marycon,
I apologize for the delayed response.
Speaking to the Verizon Small Cell deployment, advanced notification is provided a minimum of 72hours in advance of each installation to those residents directly impacted by construction activities.
Typically those three or four homes whose frontage will be temporarily occupied by Verizon
Contractors during installation. The notifications are provided via “door hangers,” an example of
which is attached for your use.
Understanding the sensitivity of the deployment, a clarification will be issued for all permits moving
forward requiring the Carrier’s to provide the above discussed advanced notification to each
residence and/or business within in a 300 foot radius of the installed antenna.
I hope this helps. Should you have any questions and/or concerns with the above statement don’t
hesitate to ask.
Thank you.
Matthew Johns, P.E.
Project Manager

Construction Services
mjohns@cityofsacramento.org
W:(916) 808-5760

From: Marycon Young
Sent: Wednesday, July 18, 2018 11:43 AM
To: Matthew Johns <MJohns@cityofsacramento.org>
Cc: Natasha Greer <NGreer@cityofsacramento.org>; Darin Arcolino
<DArcolino@cityofsacramento.org>
Subject: RE: [E] P3 Small Cell Public Notification - response requested
Hi Matt,
I just left you a voicemail. Checking in to see if you are able to provide an update?

Marycon
From: Marycon Young
Sent: Monday, July 16, 2018 1:57 PM
To: Matthew Johns <MJohns@cityofsacramento.org>
Cc: Natasha Greer <NGreer@cityofsacramento.org>; Darin Arcolino
<DArcolino@cityofsacramento.org>; Amy Williams <AWilliams@cityofsacramento.org>
Subject: RE: [E] P3 Small Cell Public Notification - response requested
Hi Matt,
Any updates on the outreach portion, and if all residents are receiving door hangers or a
communication of some type?
Also, thanks Natasha for the update.
Marycon
From: Natasha Greer
Sent: Monday, July 16, 2018 9:16 AM
To: Marycon Young <mcyoung@cityofsacramento.org>; Darin Arcolino
<DArcolino@cityofsacramento.org>; Amy Williams <AWilliams@cityofsacramento.org>; Matthew
Johns <MJohns@cityofsacramento.org>
Subject: RE: [E] P3 Small Cell Public Notification - response requested

Good morning,
Update: Verizon wireless and wireline have been getting back to me with their construction
neighborhoods, but haven’t yet provided timelines. I just reached out again this morning.
Natasha Greer, PMP
IT Project Manager / Public-Private Partnership POC
Information Technology | City of Sacramento
Office: (916) 808-7920   
E-mail correspondence with the City of Sacramento (and attachments, if any) may be subject to the California Public Records Act, and as
such may be subject to public disclosure unless otherwise exempt under the Act.

From: Marycon Young
Sent: Friday, July 13, 2018 3:46 PM
To: Natasha Greer <NGreer@cityofsacramento.org>; Darin Arcolino
<DArcolino@cityofsacramento.org>; Amy Williams <AWilliams@cityofsacramento.org>; Matthew
Johns <MJohns@cityofsacramento.org>

Subject: RE: [E] P3 Small Cell Public Notification - response requested
Thank you for the update. I think for me to update the city express article, I am hoping to get more
concrete information including:
Dates and locations of installation. Are the ones below the full list for the remainder of the
year?
Clarification on the outreach process. Who gets the door hanger. What can residents expect?
I think Matt is still working on this information.

Marycon
From: Natasha Greer
Sent: Friday, July 13, 2018 1:11 PM
To: Darin Arcolino <DArcolino@cityofsacramento.org>; Amy Williams
<AWilliams@cityofsacramento.org>; Marycon Young <mcyoung@cityofsacramento.org>; Matthew
Johns <MJohns@cityofsacramento.org>
Subject: Fw: [E] P3 Small Cell Public Notification - response requested

An update on 5G construction.

Natasha Greer
IT Project Manager / Public-Private Partnership POC
Information Technology | City of Sacramento
Office: 916-808-7920

From: Stewart, Scott R <scott.stewart@verizonwireless.com>
Sent: Friday, July 13, 2018 11:41 AM
To: Natasha Greer
Cc: brandon.jacome@verizon.com; Angeles, Rommel Z; jay.day@verizon.com
Subject: Re: [E] P3 Small Cell Public Notification - response requested

Here are locations where we have started construction and will have on-going construction
being completed. It will tie to the fiber deployment I'm sure.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

North Natomas
South Natomas
North Sacramento
Johnson Heights
Glenwood Meadows
Gateway Center

Subject: RE: [E] P3 Small Cell Public Notification - response requested
Hi Natasha,
I’m just seeing this after getting back from a meet with Matt. J
What time do you need this by tomorrow?
Brandon
From: Natasha Greer [mailto:NGreer@cityofsacramento.org]
Sent: Thursday, July 12, 2018 3:25 PM
To: Stewart, Scott <Scott.Stewart@VerizonWireless.com>
Cc: Angeles, Rommel Z <Rommel.Angeles@VerizonWireless.com>; Jacome, Brandon S
<brandon.jacome@one.verizon.com>; Day II, Jay F <jay.day@one.verizon.com>
Subject: RE: [E] P3 Small Cell Public Notification - response requested
Thanks, Scott!
Natasha Greer, PMP
IT Project Manager / Public-Private Partnership POC
Information Technology | City of Sacramento
Office: (916) 808-7920   
E-mail correspondence with the City of Sacramento (and attachments, if any) may be subject to the California Public Records Act, and
as such may be subject to public disclosure unless otherwise exempt under the Act.

From: Stewart, Scott R [mailto:scott.stewart@verizonwireless.com]
Sent: Thursday, July 12, 2018 3:24 PM
To: Natasha Greer <NGreer@cityofsacramento.org>
Cc: Rommel Z Angeles <rommel.angeles@verizonwireless.com>;
brandon.jacome@verizon.com; jay.day@verizon.com
Subject: Re: [E] P3 Small Cell Public Notification - response requested
Natasha,
I am working with the team on the response and how we support the on-going request.

Scott Stewart
Director Network Engineering
Nor-Cal / NV
O 925-279-6588 | M
scott.stewart@vzw.com
On Thu, Jul 12, 2018 at 2:56 PM, Natasha Greer <NGreer@cityofsacramento.org> wrote:
Good afternoon,
As we begin ramping up small cell construction throughout Sacramento, we’d like to
make sure that we’re keeping our residents informed of impending construction. We’re
planning a few blog posts and updates to our City Council districts so that neighborhoods
stay abreast of the project.
In order to do this, we need a general idea of where construction crews will be within the
City. Can Verizon provide us with a prioritized construction list? Are you working primarily
by neighborhood (e.g. downtown, Pocket, Land Park, etc…)? If so, a neighborhood list is
perfect. We’d like to be able to give residents and Council Members a heads up when
construction is planned for their areas so that they are prepared for an uptick in calls.
We’re planning to send out a communication tomorrow, 7/13, and would like to include
information about planned construction throughout the City. Please let me know if you’ll
be able to provide us this information on an ongoing basis so that our constituents are
kept informed.
Natasha Greer, PMP
IT Project Manager / Public-Private Partnership POC
Information Technology | City of Sacramento
Office: (916) 808-7920   
E-mail correspondence with the City of Sacramento (and attachments, if any) may be subject to the California Public Records Act,
and as such may be subject to public disclosure unless otherwise exempt under the Act.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kirk Vyverberg
Natasha Greer
Re: Clarifying Followup Re: responses to LPCA questions from the City
Thursday, November 15, 2018 16:13:08

Ms Greer,
Thank you for your thoughtful response. Please consider these final clarification questions:
1. Does the Design Criteria for 5G installations include allowing antenna box mounting on
armatures as well as direct to lamp post? Do you allow multiple 5G antennas on a single post?
(Either for multi-directional service or from multi-carrier service providers). Do street-side
service units have to be flush mounted to poles or placed in underground utility boxes? Must
resulting sidewalk excavation be repaved? Can you copy me on your document section that
covers installation criteria from the city? Do your installation agreements cover attachment to
SMUD power poles?
2. We understand that Verizon may install up to 175 miles of underground fiber optic cable
trenched into the City streets. Don’t you have to have a schedule of planned work in order to
coordinate it with the City Street Repaving Plan?
3. Can Verizon be nearly complete in its work in Land Park? We have seen no Verizon or
Golden State (subcontractor) trucks in the area in the last month. We have seen power pole
installs in only a small section of north land Park to date. We have seen no street trenching for
underground fiber optic service? Are they ready to sell their service to the overall
neighborhood? Will they install on poles as needed to provide local service as it is ordered by
individual residents?
4. Are there alternative 5G providers that have been approved for similar network
installations? An association member has reported an unidentifiable installer working on
Broadway.
Please call me if you wish to discuss these questions for clarification.
Kirk Vyverberg
Kvyverberg@
On Nov 14, 2018, at 3:03 PM, Natasha Greer <NGreer@cityofsacramento.org> wrote:
Good afternoon Kirk,
Here are the responses to your additional questions:
What is the design criteria for 5G installations on utility poles and street lamps
developed in the agreement between Sacramento and Verizon?
Each design is thoroughly inspected by our Public Works inspectors for aesthetics
primarily for public safety reasons (e.g. blocking traffic, etc..). Compared to the 4G
small cells, the 5G design is smaller than 4G and has an integrated antenna.
Is there a map for proposed street trenching for fiber optic cable 5G support?
No. The City does not have access to a fiber deployment map.

What is the schedule for 5G installation in Land Park?
Per my records, 5G installation in the Land Park area should be wrapping up soon,
if it has not already.

Natasha Greer, PMP
IT Project Manager | City of Sacramento
Office: (916) 808-7920   
E-mail correspondence with the City of Sacramento (and attachments, if any) may be subject to the California Public
Records Act, and as such may be subject to public disclosure unless otherwise exempt under the Act.

From: Kirk Vyverberg <kvyverberg@
Sent: Tuesday, November 6, 2018 2:14 PM
To: Tim Swanson <TSwanson@cityofsacramento.org>
Cc: Natasha Greer <NGreer@cityofsacramento.org>; Sompol Chatusripitak
<SChatusripitak@cityofsacramento.org>; Matthew Read
<mread@cityofsacramento.org>
Subject: Clarifying Followup Re: responses to LPCA questions from the City
We have one need for clarification regarding the LED lamps: What does “natural night
light color temperature” mean? Will the replacement LED bulbs be less than 3000k?
We have one current need for clarification regarding 5G: In Land Park the majority of
installs will be on Utility Poles (est. >25)
Is it possible that one utility pole could host multiple cell installs from different
carriers, or will the City limit the potential for that to occur?  
No. At this point, only one carrier can occupy a street light at a time with one small cell
antenna.
Is the restriction of one 5G carrier per street lamp a contractual limitation that also
exists for utility poles city-wide?
The LPCA thanks you and looks forward to your further response to these and the
outstanding questions you have acknowledged.
Regards
Kirk Vyverberg
Kvyverberg@

On Nov 6, 2018, at 12:08 PM, Tim Swanson <TSwanson@cityofsacramento.org> wrote:
Hi Kirk, here are the answers to the questions from Steve Wheeler. We
have not had a chance to address the additional questions you sent

recently, but will do so as quickly as possible. I have them listed at the
bottom of this email.
Sincerely,
Tim Swanson
Media and Communications Manager
City of Sacramento
Office of the City Manager
915 I St., 5th Floor
Sacramento, CA 95814
Office: 916 808 7212
Cell:

****

Answers to questions regarding street lights. From Senior
Engineer Sompol Chatusripitak:
What is the color temperature/wattage of the bulbs set to be
installed as part of the switch to LEDS?
The City standards have taken into consideration the AMA
recommendations and called for LED in the natural night-light color
temperature, not the harsh blue one. This color temperature is also
the same as the existing induction luminaires prevalent in the Land
Park area. The wattage is 35W to replace existing 100W luminaires.
As the technology continues to improve, the wattage may be
reduced when the conversion takes place.
Will they be installed in the acorn/historic lamps more frequently
found in the Land Park neighborhood or only in the cobrahead
lights?
Yes, the conversion will include ornamental street lights in Land Park.
The timing of the conversion is uncertain at this point as it is
dependent on funding. We may have more clarity on the timing in
the spring of 2019.

Answers to questions regarding 5G. From IT Project
Manager Natasha Greer:
Is 5G cell installation occurring on historic/acorn lights, or only
utility poles and cobrahead lights?

Small cell antennas can only be attached to mast arm street lights on
Caltrans Type-15 poles. Attachments to historic, ornamental, and 20foot-tall poles are not permitted.
Is it possible that one utility pole could host multiple cell installs
from different carriers, or will the City limit the potential for that
to occur?
No. At this point, only one carrier can occupy a street light at a time
with one small cell antenna.
Are there any large cell tower installations planned in the Land
Park neighborhood as part of this effort?
At this point, there are no plans to install new pole to carry small cell
antennas.
How many carriers have expressed interest in installing distributed
5G networks in the City?
At this point, only Verizon has expressed an interest in installing 5G
throughout the City.
Is there a map specific to the Land Park area of
proposed/completed installs?
The 5G current deployment map can be found on our website at
www.cityofsacramento.org/5G

Outstanding questions for the City:
What is the design criteria for 5G installations on utility poles and
street lamps developed in the agreement between Sacramento
and Verizon?
Is there a map for proposed street trenching for fiber optic cable
5G support?
What is the schedule for 5G installation in Land Park?
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Hello Dennis. Following up on your previous email. Has there been any progress? Any new information? What exactly are you doing on your end? Been almost a week since your last email, would appreciate a response. Thank you.
Virus-free.
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On Tue, Apr 9, 2019 at 10:14 AM Dennis M. Rogers <dmrogers@cityofsacramento org> wrote:
Good Morning:

Let me forward your e-mail to staff to have them address the technical aspects of your questions. I will get back to you with more information.

Dennis

From: ForceOneFitness <forceonefitness@
Sent: Monday, April 8, 2019 9:44 AM
To: Dennis M. Rogers <dmrogers@cityofsacramento org>
Subject: Re: FW: Verizon Antenna on Pocket Road

Hello Dennis. Just following up on my email from last week. Looking forward to your response. Thank you.

On Fri, Apr 5, 2019 at 2:22 PM ForceOneFitness <forceonefitness@

wrote:

Hello Dennis. Thank you for your response. Obviously this was not the response I was hoping for. I will look over the Telecommunications Act of 1996 when I have a bit more time. If the matter is this cut and dry how were cities like Petaluma, Mill Valley, and Monterey
able to prevent the small cell antennas from being implemented in their cities? Also, if you have no authority to move the antenna on the basis of health, which is absolutely mind blowing and abusive in my opinion, what about on the basis of a decrease in property value.
This is particularly relevant to our situation since we have already hired an expert to come take power density readings, and we know they are very high. Imagine trying to sell a home that is 50 feet from an antenna that has 20X more exposure INSIDE THE HOME
compared to right next to the antenna at Weston Elementary school. "Hey, you know that cell tower in Ripon that has been in the news lately, the one where 10 people have gotten cancer? Well you will be exposed to thousands of times more radiation whenever you home.
Want to buy it?" Realistically how many people are going to want to buy our home now? Would you want to live their? Would you want your family to live there? We would have to lie or purposely with hold information in order to sell it.

On Thu, Apr 4, 2019 at 2:01 PM Dennis M. Rogers <dmrogers@cityofsacramento.org> wrote:
Good Afternoon:

I completely understand the urgency that you have regarding this issue. Unfortunately the ability of the City of Sacramento to address your issue is fairly limited. Below is a quick explanation of the regulatory framework put in place by the federal government and
implemented by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC).

WHO REGULATES WIRELESS?

The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) regulates interstate and international communications by radio, television, wire, satellite, and cable in all 50 states, the District of Columbia and U.S. territories. An independent U.S. government agency overseen by
Congress, the Commission is the federal agency responsible for implementing and enforcing America’s communications law and regulations.

The City of Sacramento cannot by law regulate wireless telecommunication. The City and all local governments, are required to comply with Federal Communications Commission (FCC) regulations related to the Telecommunications Act of 1996 which states: No State
or local government or instrumentality thereof may regulate the placement, construction, and modification of personal wireless service facilities on the basis of the environmental effects of radio frequency emissions to the extent that such facilities comply with the
regulations contained in this chapter concerning the environmental effects of such emissions. All wireless devices installed in the City of Sacramento must meet all FCC regulatory requirements.

I am forwarding your e-mail to Congressmember Matsui’s office and asking them to contact you directly. Since this is a federal issue that is beyond the City’s control, your best course of action is to contact your federal representative on this issue.

If Congressmember Matsui’s office indicates that there is an ability to influence or direct antenna placement within the current FCC regulations, I will revisit this issue with our staff. The individual in Congressmember Matsui’s office is:

Meaghan St les

Field Representative
Congresswoman Doris Matsui
Robert T Matsui United Sta es Courthouse
501 I Street Su te 12-600
Sacramento CA 95814
(916) 498-5600 --- (916) 444-6117 (fax)
meaghan st les@ma l house gov

I have found the Congressmember’s office to be responsive and helpful on issues like this.

I understand your frustration and wish there was more that we could do to help, but unfortunately there is a federal regulatory framework that we are obligated to follow.

I would be happy to meet with you or discuss this issue further.

Dennis M Rogers
Chief of Staff

OFFICE OF COUNCILMEMBER RICK JENNINGS, II
Sacramento City Council | District 7
City Hall | 915 I Street, 5th Floor | Sacramento, CA 95814
916.808.7007

|

dmrogers@cityofsacramento.org

From: ForceOneFitness <forceonefitness@
Sent: Thursday, April 4, 2019 1:08 PM
To: Lisa Canfield <LCanfield@cityofsacramento.org>; Rick Jennings <RJennings@cityofsacramento.org>; Luis Montes <LMontes@cityofsacramento.org>; Dennis M. Rogers <dmrogers@cityofsacramento.org>; Yoon Chao <YChao@cityofsacramento.org>; Kelly F.
Rivas <kfrivas@cityofsacramento.org>
Subject: Fwd: FW: Verizon Antenna on Pocket Road

---------- Forwarded message --------From: ForceOneFitness <forceonefitness@
Date: Thu, Apr 4, 2019 at 1:03 PM
Subject: Re: FW: Verizon Antenna on Pocket Road
To: Natasha Greer <NGreer@cityofsacramento org>

Hello Natasha. Thank you for your response. I appreciate you sharing my concerns with city staff, however I am looking for a resolution to this problem right now. Not in weeks or months. My family is being exposed to extremely high levels of potentially dangerous
radiation against their will. We did not give anyone permission to install that antenna. We were not even consulted. The World Health Organization classifies the radiation emitted by cell antennas as (2b) possibly carcinogenic to humans. How is it acceptable to expose
my family to such high levels of a possibly carcinogenic substance against their will? How can you possibly justify that as fair? My nieces have been sick on and off for two months straight. They were sick twice in their entire lives before this antenna was installed. How
do you think that affects our mental state? Knowing that your children are possibly being harmed because of an action taken by Verizon, in coordination with our government, against our will. They hardly spend any time at their home anymore because they do not feel
safe in their own home. They are considering selling their home, but would they even be able to find a buyer at this point? Who wants to live right next to an antenna that is emitting 20 times more radiation than the antenna on Weston Elementary School that was recently
turned off due to health concerns. 10 individuals developed cancer in the immediate vicinity of that antenna. This antenna is 20X worse. Would you want to live next to that? We don't.

If someone chooses to smoke cigarettes or use a tanning bed that is their choice and their right to endanger their health. We did not have a choice in this matter and our rights have been stripped. This weekend I plan on going door to door to all the neighborhoods that have
had these antennas installed and sharing my findings. I expect as more people become aware of this issue, there will be more push back. Please look to find a more meaningful resolution to this matter in a shorter time frame. I appreciate your time and your effort. Thank
you.

On Thu, Apr 4, 2019 at 10:41 AM Natasha Greer <NGreer@cityofsacramento.org> wrote:
Good morning Noah

I have read your response. I’m currently working with City executive staff to keep the internal dialogue open regarding constituent concerns with our 5G deployment. At this point I can’t say what the outcome of these meetings wi l be but know that we take these
concerns seriously.

Natasha Greer PMP
IT P oject Manage | City of Sac amento
Office (916) 808-7920   

E-mail co espondence w th the City of Sac amento (and at achments f any) may be subject o the Cal fo nia Public Reco ds Act and as such may be subject to public disclosu e unless othe wise exempt unde the Act

From: ForceOneFitness <forceonefitness@
Sent: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 1:42 PM
To: Natasha Greer <NGreer@cityofsacramento.org>
Subject: Re: FW: Verizon Antenna on Pocket Road

Hello Natasha. Just following up on my email from last night. Hopefully you have had time to look over it and have some sort of resolution for me. Thank you.

On Tue, Apr 2, 2019 at 10:50 PM ForceOneFitness <forceonefitness@

wrote:

Hello Natasha. Thank you for reaching out to me. I am not a lawyer, so could you please clarify what I am supposed to be getting from the statement you provided. Petaluma, Mill Valley, Monterey, Hillsborough, Ross, San Anselmo and Sebastopol have all been
successful is pushing back against 5G. But I am not asking to stop 5G from coming to Sacramento. I just do not want an antenna right in front of my family's home. There are many reasons for this. The primary reason is safety. There are many studies showing
negative health effects, including cancer, resulting from exposure to Radio Frequency (RF) radiation. I will link a
few. https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16962663  https://www.niehs.nih.gov/news/newsroom/releases/2018/november1/index.cfm  https://academic.oup.com/aje/article/155/12/1096/123184  https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.3109/15368378.2014.906446?
src recsys There are real life cases in the news very recently of people getting cancer and attributing it to a near by cell antenna. https://www.modbee.com/news/article228538324.html As the article states, that antenna was recently turned off. My family hired Eric
Windheim, the same independent expert hired by the parents at Weston Elementary School. Measurements taken inside our home far exceeded the highest readings from the Ripon case. In fact, Eric said the readings he took inside the room closest to the antenna were
the second highest power density readings he has ever encountered. One thing I am not sure was considered in the planning of this project, was how close the antennas would be to peoples homes. According to FCC
guidelines https://www.fcc.gov/consumers/guides/human-exposure-radio-frequency-fields-guidelines-cellular-and-pcs-sites cellular antennas are typically 50-200 feet above ground. The antenna outside my sisters home is at the same height as the second story of her
home. So we do not have any vertical distance barrier. The guidelines also state "in order to be exposed to RF levels near the FCC's guidelines, an individual would essentially have to remain in the main transmitting beam and within a few feet of the antenna for
several minutes or longer." Putting the antennas right outside peoples windows creates a scenario where that can actually happen. We could be dealing with near 24/7 exposure for individuals that do not leave their home often.

The second reason we do not want an antenna in front of our home is the loss of property value. There are a number of articles from the realtor industry that document property devaluations after cell antennas are built nearby. I will link a few. https://ehtrust.org/wpcontent/uploads/Cell-Towers-Home-Values pdf  http://gattonweb uky edu/Faculty/blomquist/LE%202016%20Locke%20Blomquist%20towers pdf  https://www parealtor org/justlisted/cell-towers-impact-property-values/ One of those articles claims 94% of home
buyers are “less interested and would pay less” for a property located near a cell tower or antenna. And that is just NEAR a cell antenna. We are right next to it. Anyone who is concerned about the health effects of RF radiation would never buy a home right next to a
cell antenna. I know I wouldn't. So if we wanted to sell our home to get away from the antenna there is a percentage of the market that would not be willing to buy our home at all.

The third reason we do not want an antenna near our home is because there is already precedent for individuals and communities successfully resisting exposure the cellular antennas. I mentioned the cities above that were successful in stopping or limiting 5G from
being implemented in their cities. I mentioned the case in Ripon where parents from Weston Elementary school were successful in getting Sprint to turn off and relocate the antenna over health concerns. Most famously, is the 2017 case involving California
firefighters lobbying and successfully amending bill SB649 to prevent cell antennas from being installed on fire stations. The International Association of Firefighters has long held a stance against putting cellular antennas in neighborhoods and around fire stations
citing many studies that show adverse health effects related to RF radiation exposure http://www.iaff.org/hs/Facts/CellTowerFinal.asp By exempting them from having cell antennas on their stations and placing them near our homes, you are saying our health, our
safety, our lives are less valuable than theirs.

The last reason we do not want an antenna near our home is that it is just plain unfair. We did not request this antenna or this service. We were not asked for permission to place the antenna in front of our home. We were not even warned ahead of time. One day it just
showed up. And now our health is endangered, our property is worth less, and we have limited usability of our family home that has been in our family for over 20 years. Please explain how this can possibly be considered fair. How would you feel if this happened to
your family?

Everyone in my family, and most of the neighbors I have spoken with want the antenna turned off immediately and moved as soon as possible. What can be done to make that happen?

On Tue, Apr 2, 2019 at 3:58 PM Natasha Greer <NGreer@cityofsacramento.org> wrote:
Good afternoon Mr. Davidson

Thank you for your email. I am a Project Manager working on the 5G implementation project within the City. I understand the concerns you have regarding small cell antennas. The Telecommunications Act of 1996 specifically states that “no State or local statute
or regulation or the State or local legal requirement may prohibit or have the effect of prohibiting the ability of any entity to provide any interstate or intrastate telecommunications service.” The FCC ruling last September further limits the rights of local
governments when it comes to placement and density of these antennas. However we are closely watching developments from the FCC and the World Health Organization with regard to these health concerns.

Natasha Greer PMP
IT P oject Manage | City of Sac amento
Office (916) 808-7920   

E-mail co espondence with the City f Sac amento (and a tachments f any) may be subject to the Cal fo nia Publ c Reco ds Act and as such may be subject o public disclosu e unless othe wise exempt unde the Act

From: Lisa Canfield
Sent: Tuesday, April 2, 2019 3:27 PM
To: Natasha Greer <NGreer@cityofsacramento.org>
Subject: FW: Verizon Antenna on Pocket Road

Lisa Canfield
Executive Assistant
Error! Filename not specified.

OFFICE OF COUNCILMEMBER RICK JENNINGS, II
Sacramento City Council | District 7
City Hall | 915 I Street, 5th Floor | Sacramento, CA 95814
916.808.7007 Error! Filename not specified.| 916.546.6651 Error! Filename not specified.
lcanfield@cityofsacramento.org

From: ForceOneFitness <forceonefitness@
Sent: Tuesday, March 26, 2019 6:38 PM
To: Lisa Canfield <LCanfield@cityofsacramento.org>
Subject: Verizon Antenna on Pocket Road

Hello my name is Noah Davidson. I am reaching out about a Verizon antenna that was installed directly in front of my Sister's house in late December. Her address is
and the antenna was installed on the light pole directly in front of her home. I
have been doing some research on the safety of EMF (electric and magnetic field) radiation and am now concerned for the safety of my Sister, her husband, and her children. The antenna appears to be a 3G, 4G, and 5G antenna. The 5G portion is particularly
worrisome because it is so new and there is zero research demonstrating that this new technology is safe. Wireless executives admitted this in a congressional hearing last month. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v ekNC0J3xx1w&t    The antenna was installed
without our consent and we want it removed. We think it is unfair that our family should be exposed to such high levels of potentially dangerous radiation. I have written Verizon two letters and so has my Sister. They have not responded. I have written Rick
Jennings and Doris Matsui and neither of them have responded either. I feel like I am being ignored while my family is being harmed and there is nothing I can do about it. Please respond and let me know what I or you can do about this problem. Thank you very
much for your time.   

--

--

--
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ForceOneFitness
Dennis M. Rogers
Re: FW: Verizon Antenna on Pocket Road
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Thank you Dennis.
On Tue, Apr 9, 2019 at 10:14 AM Dennis M. Rogers <dmrogers@cityofsacramento.org> wrote:
Good Morning:

Let me forward your e-mail to staff to have them address the technical aspects of your questions. I will get back to you with more information.

Dennis

From: ForceOneFitness <forceonefitness@
Sent: Monday, April 8, 2019 9:44 AM
To: Dennis M. Rogers <dmrogers@cityofsacramento.org>
Subject: Re: FW: Verizon Antenna on Pocket Road

Hello Dennis. Just following up on my email from last week. Looking forward to your response. Thank you.

On Fri, Apr 5, 2019 at 2:22 PM ForceOneFitness <forceonefitness@gmail com> wrote:
Hello Dennis. Thank you for your response. Obviously this was not the response I was hoping for. I will look over the Telecommunications Act of 1996 when I have a bit more time. If the matter is this cut and dry how were cities like Petaluma, Mill Valley, and Monterey
able to prevent the small cell antennas from being implemented in their cities? Also, if you have no authority to move the antenna on the basis of health, which is absolutely mind blowing and abusive in my opinion, what about on the basis of a decrease in property value.
This is particularly relevant to our situation since we have already hired an expert to come take power density readings, and we know they are very high. Imagine trying to sell a home that is 50 feet from an antenna that has 20X more exposure INSIDE THE HOME
compared to right next to the antenna at Weston Elementary school. "Hey, you know that cell tower in Ripon that has been in the news lately, the one where 10 people have gotten cancer? Well you will be exposed to thousands of times more radiation whenever you home.
Want to buy it?" Realistically how many people are going to want to buy our home now? Would you want to live their? Would you want your family to live there? We would have to lie or purposely with hold information in order to sell it.

On Thu, Apr 4, 2019 at 2:01 PM Dennis M. Rogers <dmrogers@cityofsacramento.org> wrote:
Good Afternoon:

I completely understand the urgency that you have regarding this issue. Unfortunately the ability of the City of Sacramento to address your issue is fairly limited. Below is a quick explanation of the regulatory framework put in place by the federal government and
implemented by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC).

WHO REGULATES WIRELESS?

The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) regulates interstate and international communications by radio, television, wire, satellite, and cable in all 50 states, the District of Columbia and U.S. territories. An independent U.S. government agency overseen by
Congress, the Commission is the federal agency responsible for implementing and enforcing America’s communications law and regulations.

The City of Sacramento cannot by law regulate wireless telecommunication. The City and all local governments, are required to comply with Federal Communications Commission (FCC) regulations related to the Telecommunications Act of 1996 which states: No State
or local government or instrumentality thereof may regulate the placement, construction, and modification of personal wireless service facilities on the basis of the environmental effects of radio frequency emissions to the extent that such facilities comply with the
regulations contained in this chapter concerning the environmental effects of such emissions. All wireless devices installed in the City of Sacramento must meet all FCC regulatory requirements.

I am forwarding your e-mail to Congressmember Matsui’s office and asking them to contact you directly. Since this is a federal issue that is beyond the City’s control, your best course of action is to contact your federal representative on this issue.

If Congressmember Matsui’s office indicates that there is an ability to influence or direct antenna placement within the current FCC regulations, I will revisit this issue with our staff. The individual in Congressmember Matsui’s office is:

Meaghan St les

Field Representative
Congresswoman Doris Matsui
Robert T Matsui United Sta es Courthouse
501 I Street Su te 12-600
Sacramento CA 95814
(916) 498-5600 --- (916) 444-6117 (fax)
meaghan st les@ma l house gov

I have found the Congressmember’s office to be responsive and helpful on issues like this.

I understand your frustration and wish there was more that we could do to help, but unfortunately there is a federal regulatory framework that we are obligated to follow.

I would be happy to meet with you or discuss this issue further.

Dennis M Rogers
Chief of Staff

OFFICE OF COUNCILMEMBER RICK JENNINGS, II
Sacramento City Council | District 7
City Hall | 915 I Street, 5th Floor | Sacramento, CA 95814
916.808.7007

|

dmrogers@cityofsacramento.org

From: ForceOneFitness <forceonefitness@
Sent: Thursday, April 4, 2019 1:08 PM
To: Lisa Canfield <LCanfield@cityofsacramento.org>; Rick Jennings <RJennings@cityofsacramento.org>; Luis Montes <LMontes@cityofsacramento.org>; Dennis M. Rogers <dmrogers@cityofsacramento.org>; Yoon Chao <YChao@cityofsacramento.org>; Kelly F.
Rivas <kfrivas@cityofsacramento.org>
Subject: Fwd: FW: Verizon Antenna on Pocket Road

---------- Forwarded message --------From: ForceOneFitness <forceonefitness@
Date: Thu, Apr 4, 2019 at 1:03 PM
Subject: Re: FW: Verizon Antenna on Pocket Road

To: Natasha Greer <NGreer@cityofsacramento.org>

Hello Natasha. Thank you for your response. I appreciate you sharing my concerns with city staff, however I am looking for a resolution to this problem right now. Not in weeks or months. My family is being exposed to extremely high levels of potentially dangerous
radiation against their will. We did not give anyone permission to install that antenna. We were not even consulted. The World Health Organization classifies the radiation emitted by cell antennas as (2b) possibly carcinogenic to humans. How is it acceptable to expose
my family to such high levels of a possibly carcinogenic substance against their will? How can you possibly justify that as fair? My nieces have been sick on and off for two months straight. They were sick twice in their entire lives before this antenna was installed. How
do you think that affects our mental state? Knowing that your children are possibly being harmed because of an action taken by Verizon, in coordination with our government, against our will. They hardly spend any time at their home anymore because they do not feel
safe in their own home. They are considering selling their home, but would they even be able to find a buyer at this point? Who wants to live right next to an antenna that is emitting 20 times more radiation than the antenna on Weston Elementary School that was recently
turned off due to health concerns. 10 individuals developed cancer in the immediate vicinity of that antenna. This antenna is 20X worse. Would you want to live next to that? We don't.

If someone chooses to smoke cigarettes or use a tanning bed that is their choice and their right to endanger their health. We did not have a choice in this matter and our rights have been stripped. This weekend I plan on going door to door to all the neighborhoods that have
had these antennas installed and sharing my findings. I expect as more people become aware of this issue, there will be more push back. Please look to find a more meaningful resolution to this matter in a shorter time frame. I appreciate your time and your effort. Thank
you.

On Thu, Apr 4, 2019 at 10:41 AM Natasha Greer <NGreer@cityofsacramento.org> wrote:
Good morning Noah

I have read your response. I’m currently working with City executive staff to keep the internal dialogue open regarding constituent concerns with our 5G deployment. At this point I can’t say what the outcome of these meetings wi l be but know that we take these
concerns seriously.

Natasha Greer PMP
IT P oject Manage | City of Sac amento
Office (916) 808-7920   

E-mail co espondence w th the City of Sac amento (and at achments f any) may be subject o the Cal fo nia Public Reco ds Act and as such may be subject to public disclosu e unless othe wise exempt unde the Act

From: ForceOneFitness <forceonefitness@
Sent: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 1:42 PM
To: Natasha Greer <NGreer@cityofsacramento org>
Subject: Re: FW: Verizon Antenna on Pocket Road

Hello Natasha. Just following up on my email from last night. Hopefully you have had time to look over it and have some sort of resolution for me. Thank you.

On Tue, Apr 2, 2019 at 10:50 PM ForceOneFitness <forceonefitness@gmail com> wrote:
Hello Natasha. Thank you for reaching out to me. I am not a lawyer, so could you please clarify what I am supposed to be getting from the statement you provided. Petaluma, Mill Valley, Monterey, Hillsborough, Ross, San Anselmo and Sebastopol have all been
successful is pushing back against 5G. But I am not asking to stop 5G from coming to Sacramento. I just do not want an antenna right in front of my family's home. There are many reasons for this. The primary reason is safety. There are many studies showing
negative health effects, including cancer, resulting from exposure to Radio Frequency (RF) radiation. I will link a
few. https://www ncbi nlm nih gov/pubmed/16962663  https://www niehs nih gov/news/newsroom/releases/2018/november1/index cfm  https://academic oup com/aje/article/155/12/1096/123184  https://www tandfonline com/doi/full/10 3109/15368378 2014 906446?
src recsys There are real life cases in the news very recently of people getting cancer and attributing it to a near by cell antenna. https://www.modbee.com/news/article228538324.html As the article states, that antenna was recently turned off. My family hired Eric
Windheim, the same independent expert hired by the parents at Weston Elementary School. Measurements taken inside our home far exceeded the highest readings from the Ripon case. In fact, Eric said the readings he took inside the room closest to the antenna were
the second highest power density readings he has ever encountered. One thing I am not sure was considered in the planning of this project, was how close the antennas would be to peoples homes. According to FCC
guidelines https://www.fcc.gov/consumers/guides/human-exposure-radio-frequency-fields-guidelines-cellular-and-pcs-sites cellular antennas are typically 50-200 feet above ground. The antenna outside my sisters home is at the same height as the second story of her
home. So we do not have any vertical distance barrier. The guidelines also state "in order to be exposed to RF levels near the FCC's guidelines, an individual would essentially have to remain in the main transmitting beam and within a few feet of the antenna for
several minutes or longer." Putting the antennas right outside peoples windows creates a scenario where that can actually happen. We could be dealing with near 24/7 exposure for individuals that do not leave their home often.

The second reason we do not want an antenna in front of our home is the loss of property value. There are a number of articles from the realtor industry that document property devaluations after cell antennas are built nearby. I will link a few. https://ehtrust.org/wpcontent/uploads/Cell-Towers-Home-Values.pdf  http://gattonweb.uky.edu/Faculty/blomquist/LE%202016%20Locke%20Blomquist%20towers.pdf  https://www.parealtor.org/justlisted/cell-towers-impact-property-values/ One of those articles claims 94% of home
buyers are “less interested and would pay less” for a property located near a cell tower or antenna. And that is just NEAR a cell antenna. We are right next to it. Anyone who is concerned about the health effects of RF radiation would never buy a home right next to a
cell antenna. I know I wouldn't. So if we wanted to sell our home to get away from the antenna there is a percentage of the market that would not be willing to buy our home at all.

The third reason we do not want an antenna near our home is because there is already precedent for individuals and communities successfully resisting exposure the cellular antennas. I mentioned the cities above that were successful in stopping or limiting 5G from
being implemented in their cities. I mentioned the case in Ripon where parents from Weston Elementary school were successful in getting Sprint to turn off and relocate the antenna over health concerns. Most famously, is the 2017 case involving California
firefighters lobbying and successfully amending bill SB649 to prevent cell antennas from being installed on fire stations. The International Association of Firefighters has long held a stance against putting cellular antennas in neighborhoods and around fire stations
citing many studies that show adverse health effects related to RF radiation exposure http://www.iaff.org/hs/Facts/CellTowerFinal.asp By exempting them from having cell antennas on their stations and placing them near our homes, you are saying our health, our
safety, our lives are less valuable than theirs.

The last reason we do not want an antenna near our home is that it is just plain unfair. We did not request this antenna or this service. We were not asked for permission to place the antenna in front of our home. We were not even warned ahead of time. One day it just
showed up. And now our health is endangered, our property is worth less, and we have limited usability of our family home that has been in our family for over 20 years. Please explain how this can possibly be considered fair. How would you feel if this happened to
your family?

Everyone in my family, and most of the neighbors I have spoken with want the antenna turned off immediately and moved as soon as possible. What can be done to make that happen?

On Tue, Apr 2, 2019 at 3:58 PM Natasha Greer <NGreer@cityofsacramento.org> wrote:
Good afternoon Mr. Davidson

Thank you for your email. I am a Project Manager working on the 5G implementation project within the City. I understand the concerns you have regarding small cell antennas. The Telecommunications Act of 1996 specifically states that “no State or local statute
or regulation or the State or local legal requirement may prohibit or have the effect of prohibiting the ability of any entity to provide any interstate or intrastate telecommunications service.” The FCC ruling last September further limits the rights of local
governments when it comes to placement and density of these antennas. However we are closely watching developments from the FCC and the World Health Organization with regard to these health concerns.

Natasha Greer PMP
IT P oject Manage | City of Sac amento
Office (916) 808-7920   

E-mail co espondence with the City f Sac amento (and a tachments f any) may be subject to the Cal fo nia Publ c Reco ds Act and as such may be subject o public disclosu e unless othe wise exempt unde the Act

From: Lisa Canfield
Sent: Tuesday, April 2, 2019 3:27 PM
To: Natasha Greer <NGreer@cityofsacramento.org>
Subject: FW: Verizon Antenna on Pocket Road

Lisa Canfield
Executive Assistant
Error! Filename not specified.

OFFICE OF COUNCILMEMBER RICK JENNINGS, II
Sacramento City Council | District 7
City Hall | 915 I Street, 5th Floor | Sacramento, CA 95814
916.808.7007 Error! Filename not specified.| 916.546.6651 Error! Filename not specified.
lcanfield@cityofsacramento.org

From: ForceOneFitness <forceonefitness@
Sent: Tuesday, March 26, 2019 6:38 PM

To: Lisa Canfield <LCanfield@cityofsacramento.org>
Subject: Verizon Antenna on Pocket Road

Hello my name is Noah Davidson. I am reaching out about a Verizon antenna that was installed directly in front of my Sister's house in late December. Her address is
and the antenna was installed on the light pole directly in front of her home. I
have been doing some research on the safety of EMF (electric and magnetic field) radiation and am now concerned for the safety of my Sister, her husband, and her children. The antenna appears to be a 3G, 4G, and 5G antenna. The 5G portion is particularly
worrisome because it is so new and there is zero research demonstrating that this new technology is safe. Wireless executives admitted this in a congressional hearing last month. https://www youtube com/watch?v ekNC0J3xx1w&t    The antenna was installed
without our consent and we want it removed. We think it is unfair that our family should be exposed to such high levels of potentially dangerous radiation. I have written Verizon two letters and so has my Sister. They have not responded. I have written Rick
Jennings and Doris Matsui and neither of them have responded either. I feel like I am being ignored while my family is being harmed and there is nothing I can do about it. Please respond and let me know what I or you can do about this problem. Thank you very
much for your time.   

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

ForceOneFitness
Dennis M. Rogers
Re: FW: Verizon Antenna on Pocket Road
Monday Ap il 8 2019 14:14 02
image001.png
image002.png
image003.png

Hello Dennis. I was wondering if you received my emails. I would appreciate a response. Thank you.
wrote:
On Mon, Apr 8, 2019 at 9:45 AM ForceOneFitness <forceonefitness@
Also thought you might want to see this http://www.brusselstimes.com/brussels/14753/radiation-concerns-halt-brussels-5g-for-now
On Mon, Apr 8, 2019 at 9:44 AM ForceOneFitness <forceonefitness@
wrote:
Hello Dennis. Just following up on my email from last week. Looking forward to your response. Thank you.
wrote:
On Fri, Apr 5, 2019 at 2:22 PM ForceOneFitness <forceonefitness@
Hello Dennis. Thank you for your response. Obviously this was not the response I was hoping for. I will look over the Telecommunications Act of 1996 when I have a bit more time. If the matter is this cut and dry how were cities like Petaluma, Mill Valley, and Monterey
able to prevent the small cell antennas from being implemented in their cities? Also, if you have no authority to move the antenna on the basis of health, which is absolutely mind blowing and abusive in my opinion, what about on the basis of a decrease in property value.
This is particularly relevant to our situation since we have already hired an expert to come take power density readings, and we know they are very high. Imagine trying to sell a home that is 50 feet from an antenna that has 20X more exposure INSIDE THE HOME
compared to right next to the antenna at Weston Elementary school. "Hey, you know that cell tower in Ripon that has been in the news lately, the one where 10 people have gotten cancer? Well you will be exposed to thousands of times more radiation whenever you home.
Want to buy it?" Realistically how many people are going to want to buy our home now? Would you want to live their? Would you want your family to live there? We would have to lie or purposely with hold information in order to sell it.
On Thu, Apr 4, 2019 at 2:01 PM Dennis M. Rogers <dmrogers@cityofsacramento.org> wrote:
Good Afternoon:

I completely understand the urgency that you have regarding this issue. Unfortunately the ability of the City of Sacramento to address your issue is fairly limited. Below is a quick explanation of the regulatory framework put in place by the federal government and
implemented by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC).

WHO REGULATES WIRELESS?

The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) regulates interstate and international communications by radio, television, wire, satellite, and cable in all 50 states, the District of Columbia and U.S. territories. An independent U.S. government agency overseen by
Congress, the Commission is the federal agency responsible for implementing and enforcing America’s communications law and regulations.

The City of Sacramento cannot by law regulate wireless telecommunication. The City and all local governments, are required to comply with Federal Communications Commission (FCC) regulations related to the Telecommunications Act of 1996 which states: No State
or local government or instrumentality thereof may regulate the placement, construction, and modification of personal wireless service facilities on the basis of the environmental effects of radio frequency emissions to the extent that such facilities comply with the
regulations contained in this chapter concerning the environmental effects of such emissions. All wireless devices installed in the City of Sacramento must meet all FCC regulatory requirements.

I am forwarding your e-mail to Congressmember Matsui’s office and asking them to contact you directly. Since this is a federal issue that is beyond the City’s control, your best course of action is to contact your federal representative on this issue.

If Congressmember Matsui’s office indicates that there is an ability to influence or direct antenna placement within the current FCC regulations, I will revisit this issue with our staff. The individual in Congressmember Matsui’s office is:

Meaghan Stiles

Field Representa ive
Congresswoman Do is Matsui
Robert T Ma sui United Sta es Courthouse
501 I Street Su te 12 600
Sacramento CA 95814
(916) 498-5600 --- (916) 444 6117 (fax)
meaghan sti es@ma l house gov

I have found the Congressmember’s office to be responsive and helpful on issues like this.

I understand your frustration and wish there was more that we could do to help, but unfortunately there is a federal regulatory framework that we are obligated to follow.

I would be happy to meet with you or discuss this issue further.

Dennis M Rogers
Chief of Staff

OFFICE OF COUNCILMEMBER RICK JENNINGS, II
Sacramento City Council | District 7
City Hall | 915 I Street, 5th Floor | Sacramento, CA 95814
916.808.7007

|

dmrogers@cityofsacramento.org

From: ForceOneFitness <forceonefitness@
Sent: Thursday, April 4, 2019 1:08 PM
To: Lisa Canfield <LCanfield@cityofsacramento.org>; Rick Jennings <RJennings@cityofsacramento.org>; Luis Montes <LMontes@cityofsacramento.org>; Dennis M. Rogers <dmrogers@cityofsacramento.org>; Yoon Chao <YChao@cityofsacramento.org>; Kelly F.
Rivas <kfrivas@cityofsacramento.org>
Subject: Fwd: FW: Verizon Antenna on Pocket Road

---------- Forwarded message --------From: ForceOneFitness <forceonefitness@
Date: Thu, Apr 4, 2019 at 1:03 PM
Subject: Re: FW: Verizon Antenna on Pocket Road
To: Natasha Greer <NGreer@cityofsacramento org>

Hello Natasha. Thank you for your response. I appreciate you sharing my concerns with city staff, however I am looking for a resolution to this problem right now. Not in weeks or months. My family is being exposed to extremely high levels of potentially dangerous
radiation against their will. We did not give anyone permission to install that antenna. We were not even consulted. The World Health Organization classifies the radiation emitted by cell antennas as (2b) possibly carcinogenic to humans. How is it acceptable to expose
my family to such high levels of a possibly carcinogenic substance against their will? How can you possibly justify that as fair? My nieces have been sick on and off for two months straight. They were sick twice in their entire lives before this antenna was installed. How
do you think that affects our mental state? Knowing that your children are possibly being harmed because of an action taken by Verizon, in coordination with our government, against our will. They hardly spend any time at their home anymore because they do not feel
safe in their own home. They are considering selling their home, but would they even be able to find a buyer at this point? Who wants to live right next to an antenna that is emitting 20 times more radiation than the antenna on Weston Elementary School that was recently
turned off due to health concerns. 10 individuals developed cancer in the immediate vicinity of that antenna. This antenna is 20X worse. Would you want to live next to that? We don't.

If someone chooses to smoke cigarettes or use a tanning bed that is their choice and their right to endanger their health. We did not have a choice in this matter and our rights have been stripped. This weekend I plan on going door to door to all the neighborhoods that have
had these antennas installed and sharing my findings. I expect as more people become aware of this issue, there will be more push back. Please look to find a more meaningful resolution to this matter in a shorter time frame. I appreciate your time and your effort. Thank
you.

On Thu, Apr 4, 2019 at 10:41 AM Natasha Greer <NGreer@cityofsacramento.org> wrote:
Good morning Noah

I have read your response. I’m currently working with City executive staff to keep the internal dialogue open regarding constituent concerns with our 5G deployment. At this point I can’t say what the outcome of these meetings will be but know that we take these
concerns seriously.

Natasha Greer PMP
IT P oject Manage | City of Sac amento
Off ce (916) 808-7920   

E-ma l co espondence with the C ty of Sac amento (and at achments f any) may be subject to the Cal fo nia Public Reco ds Act and as such may be subject to public disclosu e unless othe wise exempt unde the Act

From: ForceOneFitness <forceonefitness@
Sent: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 1:42 PM
To: Natasha Greer <NGreer@cityofsacramento.org>
Subject: Re: FW: Verizon Antenna on Pocket Road

Hello Natasha. Just following up on my email from last night. Hopefully you have had time to look over it and have some sort of resolution for me. Thank you.

On Tue, Apr 2, 2019 at 10:50 PM ForceOneFitness <forceonefitness@

wrote:

Hello Natasha. Thank you for reaching out to me. I am not a lawyer, so could you please clarify what I am supposed to be getting from the statement you provided. Petaluma, Mill Valley, Monterey, Hillsborough, Ross, San Anselmo and Sebastopol have all been
successful is pushing back against 5G. But I am not asking to stop 5G from coming to Sacramento. I just do not want an antenna right in front of my family's home. There are many reasons for this. The primary reason is safety. There are many studies showing
negative health effects, including cancer, resulting from exposure to Radio Frequency (RF) radiation. I will link a
few. https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16962663  https://www.niehs.nih.gov/news/newsroom/releases/2018/november1/index.cfm  https://academic.oup.com/aje/article/155/12/1096/123184  https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.3109/15368378.2014.906446?
src recsys There are real life cases in the news very recently of people getting cancer and attributing it to a near by cell antenna. https://www.modbee.com/news/article228538324.html As the article states, that antenna was recently turned off. My family hired Eric
Windheim, the same independent expert hired by the parents at Weston Elementary School. Measurements taken inside our home far exceeded the highest readings from the Ripon case. In fact, Eric said the readings he took inside the room closest to the antenna were
the second highest power density readings he has ever encountered. One thing I am not sure was considered in the planning of this project, was how close the antennas would be to peoples homes. According to FCC
guidelines https://www.fcc.gov/consumers/guides/human-exposure-radio-frequency-fields-guidelines-cellular-and-pcs-sites cellular antennas are typically 50-200 feet above ground. The antenna outside my sisters home is at the same height as the second story of her
home. So we do not have any vertical distance barrier. The guidelines also state "in order to be exposed to RF levels near the FCC's guidelines, an individual would essentially have to remain in the main transmitting beam and within a few feet of the antenna for
several minutes or longer." Putting the antennas right outside peoples windows creates a scenario where that can actually happen. We could be dealing with near 24/7 exposure for individuals that do not leave their home often.

The second reason we do not want an antenna in front of our home is the loss of property value. There are a number of articles from the realtor industry that document property devaluations after cell antennas are built nearby. I will link a few. https://ehtrust.org/wpcontent/uploads/Cell-Towers-Home-Values.pdf  http://gattonweb.uky.edu/Faculty/blomquist/LE%202016%20Locke%20Blomquist%20towers.pdf  https://www.parealtor.org/justlisted/cell-towers-impact-property-values/ One of those articles claims 94% of home
buyers are “less interested and would pay less” for a property located near a cell tower or antenna. And that is just NEAR a cell antenna. We are right next to it. Anyone who is concerned about the health effects of RF radiation would never buy a home right next to a
cell antenna. I know I wouldn't. So if we wanted to sell our home to get away from the antenna there is a percentage of the market that would not be willing to buy our home at all.

The third reason we do not want an antenna near our home is because there is already precedent for individuals and communities successfully resisting exposure the cellular antennas. I mentioned the cities above that were successful in stopping or limiting 5G from
being implemented in their cities. I mentioned the case in Ripon where parents from Weston Elementary school were successful in getting Sprint to turn off and relocate the antenna over health concerns. Most famously, is the 2017 case involving California
firefighters lobbying and successfully amending bill SB649 to prevent cell antennas from being installed on fire stations. The International Association of Firefighters has long held a stance against putting cellular antennas in neighborhoods and around fire stations
citing many studies that show adverse health effects related to RF radiation exposure http://www.iaff.org/hs/Facts/CellTowerFinal.asp By exempting them from having cell antennas on their stations and placing them near our homes, you are saying our health, our
safety, our lives are less valuable than theirs.

The last reason we do not want an antenna near our home is that it is just plain unfair. We did not request this antenna or this service. We were not asked for permission to place the antenna in front of our home. We were not even warned ahead of time. One day it just
showed up. And now our health is endangered, our property is worth less, and we have limited usability of our family home that has been in our family for over 20 years. Please explain how this can possibly be considered fair. How would you feel if this happened to
your family?

Everyone in my family, and most of the neighbors I have spoken with want the antenna turned off immediately and moved as soon as possible. What can be done to make that happen?

On Tue, Apr 2, 2019 at 3:58 PM Natasha Greer <NGreer@cityofsacramento.org> wrote:
Good afternoon Mr. Davidson

Thank you for your email. I am a Project Manager working on the 5G implementation project within the City. I understand the concerns you have regarding small ce l antennas. The Telecommunications Act of 1996 specifically states that “no State or local statute
or regulation or the State or local legal requirement may prohibit or have the effect of prohibiting the ability of any entity to provide any interstate or intrastate telecommunications service.” The FCC ruling last September further limits the rights of local
governments when it comes to placement and density of these antennas. However we are closely watching developments from the FCC and the World Health Organization with regard to these health concerns.

Natasha Greer PMP
IT P oject Manage | City of Sac amento
Office (916) 808-7920   

E-mail co espondence w th the City f Sac amento (and a tachments f any) may be subject to the Cal fo nia Public Reco ds Act and as such may be subject to public disclosu e unless othe wise exempt unde the Act

From: Lisa Canfield
Sent: Tuesday, April 2, 2019 3:27 PM
To: Natasha Greer <NGreer@cityofsacramento.org>
Subject: FW: Verizon Antenna on Pocket Road

Lisa Canfield
Executive Assistant

OFFICE OF COUNCILMEMBER RICK JENNINGS, II
Sacramento City Council | District 7
City Hall | 915 I Street, 5th Floor | Sacramento, CA 95814
916.808.7007

| 916.546.6651

lcanfield@cityofsacramento.org

From: ForceOneFitness <forceonefitness@
Sent: Tuesday, March 26, 2019 6:38 PM
To: Lisa Canfield <LCanfield@cityofsacramento.org>
Subject: Verizon Antenna on Pocket Road

Hello my name is Noah Davidson. I am reaching out about a Verizon antenna that was installed directly in front of my Sister's house in late December. Her address is
and the antenna was installed on the light pole directly in front of her home. I
have been doing some research on the safety of EMF (electric and magnetic field) radiation and am now concerned for the safety of my Sister, her husband, and her children. The antenna appears to be a 3G, 4G, and 5G antenna. The 5G portion is particularly
worrisome because it is so new and there is zero research demonstrating that this new technology is safe. Wireless executives admitted this in a congressional hearing last month. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v ekNC0J3xx1w&t    The antenna was installed
without our consent and we want it removed. We think it is unfair that our family should be exposed to such high levels of potentially dangerous radiation. I have written Verizon two letters and so has my Sister. They have not responded. I have written Rick
Jennings and Doris Matsui and neither of them have responded either. I feel like I am being ignored while my family is being harmed and there is nothing I can do about it. Please respond and let me know what I or you can do about this problem. Thank you very
much for your time.   

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

ForceOneF tness
Denn s M. Rogers
Re: FW: Ver zon Antenna on Pocket Road
Monday April 8 2019 09:44:24
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Hello Dennis. Just following up on my email from last week. Looking forward to your response. Thank you.
On Fri, Apr 5, 2019 at 2:22 PM ForceOneFitness <forceonefitness@
wrote:
Hello Dennis. Thank you for your response. Obviously this was not the response I was hoping for. I will look over the Telecommunications Act of 1996 when I have a bit more time. If the matter is this cut and dry how were cities like Petaluma, Mill Valley, and Monterey
able to prevent the small cell antennas from being implemented in their cities? Also, if you have no authority to move the antenna on the basis of health, which is absolutely mind blowing and abusive in my opinion, what about on the basis of a decrease in property value.
This is particularly relevant to our situation since we have already hired an expert to come take power density readings, and we know they are very high. Imagine trying to sell a home that is 50 feet from an antenna that has 20X more exposure INSIDE THE HOME
compared to right next to the antenna at Weston Elementary school. "Hey, you know that cell tower in Ripon that has been in the news lately, the one where 10 people have gotten cancer? Well you will be exposed to thousands of times more radiation whenever you home.
Want to buy it?" Realistically how many people are going to want to buy our home now? Would you want to live their? Would you want your family to live there? We would have to lie or purposely with hold information in order to sell it.
On Thu, Apr 4, 2019 at 2:01 PM Dennis M. Rogers <dmrogers@cityofsacramento.org> wrote:
Good Afternoon:

I completely understand the urgency that you have regarding this issue. Unfortunately the ability of the City of Sacramento to address your issue is fairly limited. Below is a quick explanation of the regulatory framework put in place by the federal government and
implemented by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC).

WHO REGULATES WIRELESS?

The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) regulates interstate and international communications by radio, television, wire, satellite, and cable in all 50 states, the District of Columbia and U.S. territories. An independent U.S. government agency overseen by
Congress, the Commission is the federal agency responsible for implementing and enforcing America’s communications law and regulations.

The City of Sacramento cannot by law regulate wireless telecommunication. The City and all local governments, are required to comply with Federal Communications Commission (FCC) regulations related to the Telecommunications Act of 1996 which states: No State
or local government or instrumentality thereof may regulate the placement, construction, and modification of personal wireless service facilities on the basis of the environmental effects of radio frequency emissions to the extent that such facilities comply with the
regulations contained in this chapter concerning the environmental effects of such emissions. All wireless devices installed in the City of Sacramento must meet all FCC regulatory requirements.

I am forwarding your e-mail to Congressmember Matsui’s office and asking them to contact you directly. Since this is a federal issue that is beyond the City’s control, your best course of action is to contact your federal representative on this issue.

If Congressmember Matsui’s office indicates that there is an ability to influence or direct antenna placement within the current FCC regulations, I will revisit this issue with our staff. The individual in Congressmember Matsui’s office is:

Meaghan St les

F e d Representative
Congresswoman Doris Matsui
Robert T Matsui Uni ed Sta es Courthouse
501 I Street Suite 12-600
Sacramen o CA 95814
(916) 498-5600 --- (916) 444-6117 (fax)
meaghan st les@ma l house gov

I have found the Congressmember’s office to be responsive and helpful on issues like this.

I understand your frustration and wish there was more that we could do to help, but unfortunately there is a federal regulatory framework that we are obligated to follow.

I would be happy to meet with you or discuss this issue further.

Dennis M Rogers
Chief of Staff

OFFICE OF COUNCILMEMBER RICK JENNINGS, II
Sacramento City Council | District 7
City Hall | 915 I Street, 5th Floor | Sacramento, CA 95814
916.808.7007

|

dmrogers@cityofsacramento.org

From: ForceOneFitness <forceonefitness@
Sent: Thursday, April 4, 2019 1:08 PM
To: Lisa Canfield <LCanfield@cityofsacramento.org>; Rick Jennings <RJennings@cityofsacramento.org>; Luis Montes <LMontes@cityofsacramento.org>; Dennis M. Rogers <dmrogers@cityofsacramento.org>; Yoon Chao <YChao@cityofsacramento.org>; Kelly F.
Rivas <kfrivas@cityofsacramento.org>
Subject: Fwd: FW: Verizon Antenna on Pocket Road

---------- Forwarded message --------From: ForceOneFitness <forceonefitness@
Date: Thu, Apr 4, 2019 at 1:03 PM
Subject: Re: FW: Verizon Antenna on Pocket Road
To: Natasha Greer <NGreer@cityofsacramento.org>

Hello Natasha. Thank you for your response. I appreciate you sharing my concerns with city staff, however I am looking for a resolution to this problem right now. Not in weeks or months. My family is being exposed to extremely high levels of potentially dangerous
radiation against their will. We did not give anyone permission to install that antenna. We were not even consulted. The World Health Organization classifies the radiation emitted by cell antennas as (2b) possibly carcinogenic to humans. How is it acceptable to expose
my family to such high levels of a possibly carcinogenic substance against their will? How can you possibly justify that as fair? My nieces have been sick on and off for two months straight. They were sick twice in their entire lives before this antenna was installed. How
do you think that affects our mental state? Knowing that your children are possibly being harmed because of an action taken by Verizon, in coordination with our government, against our will. They hardly spend any time at their home anymore because they do not feel
safe in their own home. They are considering selling their home, but would they even be able to find a buyer at this point? Who wants to live right next to an antenna that is emitting 20 times more radiation than the antenna on Weston Elementary School that was recently
turned off due to health concerns. 10 individuals developed cancer in the immediate vicinity of that antenna. This antenna is 20X worse. Would you want to live next to that? We don't.

If someone chooses to smoke cigarettes or use a tanning bed that is their choice and their right to endanger their health. We did not have a choice in this matter and our rights have been stripped. This weekend I plan on going door to door to all the neighborhoods that have
had these antennas installed and sharing my findings. I expect as more people become aware of this issue, there will be more push back. Please look to find a more meaningful resolution to this matter in a shorter time frame. I appreciate your time and your effort. Thank
you.

On Thu, Apr 4, 2019 at 10:41 AM Natasha Greer <NGreer@cityofsacramento.org> wrote:
Good morning Noah

I have read your response. I’m currently working with City executive staff to keep the internal dialogue open regarding constituent concerns with our 5G deployment. At this point I can’t say what the outcome of these meetings will be but know that we take these
concerns seriously.

Natasha Greer PMP
IT P oject Manage | City of Sac amento
Office (916) 808-7920   

E-mail co espondence w th the C ty of Sac amento (and attachments f any) may be subject to the Cal fo nia Public Reco ds Act and as such may be subject to public d sclosu e unless othe wise exempt unde the Act

From: ForceOneFitness <forceonefitness@gmail com>
Sent: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 1:42 PM
To: Natasha Greer <NGreer@cityofsacramento.org>
Subject: Re: FW: Verizon Antenna on Pocket Road

Hello Natasha. Just following up on my email from last night. Hopefully you have had time to look over it and have some sort of resolution for me. Thank you.

On Tue, Apr 2, 2019 at 10:50 PM ForceOneFitness <forceonefitness@gmail com> wrote:
Hello Natasha. Thank you for reaching out to me. I am not a lawyer, so could you please clarify what I am supposed to be getting from the statement you provided. Petaluma, Mill Valley, Monterey, Hillsborough, Ross, San Anselmo and Sebastopol have all been
successful is pushing back against 5G. But I am not asking to stop 5G from coming to Sacramento. I just do not want an antenna right in front of my family's home. There are many reasons for this. The primary reason is safety. There are many studies showing
negative health effects, including cancer, resulting from exposure to Radio Frequency (RF) radiation. I will link a
few. https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16962663  https://www.niehs.nih.gov/news/newsroom/releases/2018/november1/index.cfm  https://academic.oup.com/aje/article/155/12/1096/123184  https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.3109/15368378.2014.906446?
src recsys There are real life cases in the news very recently of people getting cancer and attributing it to a near by cell antenna. https://www.modbee.com/news/article228538324.html As the article states, that antenna was recently turned off. My family hired Eric
Windheim, the same independent expert hired by the parents at Weston Elementary School. Measurements taken inside our home far exceeded the highest readings from the Ripon case. In fact, Eric said the readings he took inside the room closest to the antenna were
the second highest power density readings he has ever encountered. One thing I am not sure was considered in the planning of this project, was how close the antennas would be to peoples homes. According to FCC
guidelines https://www fcc gov/consumers/guides/human-exposure-radio-frequency-fields-guidelines-cellular-and-pcs-sites cellular antennas are typically 50-200 feet above ground. The antenna outside my sisters home is at the same height as the second story of her
home. So we do not have any vertical distance barrier. The guidelines also state "in order to be exposed to RF levels near the FCC's guidelines, an individual would essentially have to remain in the main transmitting beam and within a few feet of the antenna for
several minutes or longer." Putting the antennas right outside peoples windows creates a scenario where that can actually happen. We could be dealing with near 24/7 exposure for individuals that do not leave their home often.

The second reason we do not want an antenna in front of our home is the loss of property value. There are a number of articles from the realtor industry that document property devaluations after cell antennas are built nearby. I will link a few. https://ehtrust.org/wpcontent/uploads/Cell-Towers-Home-Values.pdf  http://gattonweb.uky.edu/Faculty/blomquist/LE%202016%20Locke%20Blomquist%20towers.pdf  https://www.parealtor.org/justlisted/cell-towers-impact-property-values/ One of those articles claims 94% of home
buyers are “less interested and would pay less” for a property located near a cell tower or antenna. And that is just NEAR a cell antenna. We are right next to it. Anyone who is concerned about the health effects of RF radiation would never buy a home right next to a
cell antenna. I know I wouldn't. So if we wanted to sell our home to get away from the antenna there is a percentage of the market that would not be willing to buy our home at all.

The third reason we do not want an antenna near our home is because there is already precedent for individuals and communities successfully resisting exposure the cellular antennas. I mentioned the cities above that were successful in stopping or limiting 5G from
being implemented in their cities. I mentioned the case in Ripon where parents from Weston Elementary school were successful in getting Sprint to turn off and relocate the antenna over health concerns. Most famously, is the 2017 case involving California
firefighters lobbying and successfully amending bill SB649 to prevent cell antennas from being installed on fire stations. The International Association of Firefighters has long held a stance against putting cellular antennas in neighborhoods and around fire stations
citing many studies that show adverse health effects related to RF radiation exposure http://www.iaff.org/hs/Facts/CellTowerFinal.asp By exempting them from having cell antennas on their stations and placing them near our homes, you are saying our health, our
safety, our lives are less valuable than theirs.

The last reason we do not want an antenna near our home is that it is just plain unfair. We did not request this antenna or this service. We were not asked for permission to place the antenna in front of our home. We were not even warned ahead of time. One day it just
showed up. And now our health is endangered, our property is worth less, and we have limited usability of our family home that has been in our family for over 20 years. Please explain how this can possibly be considered fair. How would you feel if this happened to
your family?

Everyone in my family, and most of the neighbors I have spoken with want the antenna turned off immediately and moved as soon as possible. What can be done to make that happen?

On Tue, Apr 2, 2019 at 3:58 PM Natasha Greer <NGreer@cityofsacramento.org> wrote:
Good afternoon Mr. Davidson

Thank you for your email. I am a Project Manager working on the 5G implementation project within the City. I understand the concerns you have regarding small cell antennas. The Telecommunications Act of 1996 specifically states that “no State or local statute
or regulation or the State or local legal requirement may prohibit or have the effect of prohibiting the ability of any entity to provide any interstate or intrastate telecommunications service.” The FCC ruling last September further limits the rights of local
governments when it comes to placement and density of these antennas. However we are closely watching developments from the FCC and the World Health Organization with regard to these health concerns.

Natasha Greer PMP
IT P oject Manage | City of Sac amento
Office (916) 808-7920   

E-mail co espondence with the City of Sac amen o (and attachmen s f any) may be subject to the Cal fo nia Publ c Reco ds Act and as such may be subject to public d sclosu e unless othe wise exempt unde the Act

From: Lisa Canfield
Sent: Tuesday, April 2, 2019 3:27 PM
To: Natasha Greer <NGreer@cityofsacramento.org>
Subject: FW: Verizon Antenna on Pocket Road

Lisa Canfield
Executive Assistant

OFFICE OF COUNCILMEMBER RICK JENNINGS, II
Sacramento City Council | District 7
City Hall | 915 I Street, 5th Floor | Sacramento, CA 95814
916.808.7007

| 916.546.6651

lcanfield@cityofsacramento org

From: ForceOneFitness <forceonefitness@
Sent: Tuesday, March 26, 2019 6:38 PM
To: Lisa Canfield <LCanfield@cityofsacramento org>
Subject: Verizon Antenna on Pocket Road

Hello my name is Noah Davidson. I am reaching out about a Verizon antenna that was installed directly in front of my Sister's house in late December. Her address is
and the antenna was installed on the light pole directly in front of her home. I
have been doing some research on the safety of EMF (electric and magnetic field) radiation and am now concerned for the safety of my Sister, her husband, and her children. The antenna appears to be a 3G, 4G, and 5G antenna. The 5G portion is particularly
worrisome because it is so new and there is zero research demonstrating that this new technology is safe. Wireless executives admitted this in a congressional hearing last month. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v ekNC0J3xx1w&t    The antenna was installed
without our consent and we want it removed. We think it is unfair that our family should be exposed to such high levels of potentially dangerous radiation. I have written Verizon two letters and so has my Sister. They have not responded. I have written Rick
Jennings and Doris Matsui and neither of them have responded either. I feel like I am being ignored while my family is being harmed and there is nothing I can do about it. Please respond and let me know what I or you can do about this problem. Thank you very
much for your time.   

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

ForceOneFitness
Denn s M. Rogers; R ck Jennings; L sa Canfield; Lu s Montes; Kelly F. Rivas; Natasha Greer
Re: FW: Verizon An enna on Pocket Road
Friday April 5 2019 14:22:21
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Hello Dennis. Thank you for your response. Obviously this was not the response I was hoping for. I will look over the Telecommunications Act of 1996 when I have a bit more time. If the matter is this cut and dry how were cities like Petaluma, Mill Valley, and Monterey
able to prevent the small cell antennas from being implemented in their cities? Also, if you have no authority to move the antenna on the basis of health, which is absolutely mind blowing and abusive in my opinion, what about on the basis of a decrease in property value.
This is particularly relevant to our situation since we have already hired an expert to come take power density readings, and we know they are very high. Imagine trying to sell a home that is 50 feet from an antenna that has 20X more exposure INSIDE THE HOME
compared to right next to the antenna at Weston Elementary school. "Hey, you know that cell tower in Ripon that has been in the news lately, the one where 10 people have gotten cancer? Well you will be exposed to thousands of times more radiation whenever you home.
Want to buy it?" Realistically how many people are going to want to buy our home now? Would you want to live their? Would you want your family to live there? We would have to lie or purposely with hold information in order to sell it.
On Thu, Apr 4, 2019 at 2:01 PM Dennis M. Rogers <dmrogers@cityofsacramento.org> wrote:
Good Afternoon:

I completely understand the urgency that you have regarding this issue. Unfortunately the ability of the City of Sacramento to address your issue is fairly limited. Below is a quick explanation of the regulatory framework put in place by the federal government and
implemented by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC).

WHO REGULATES WIRELESS?

The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) regulates interstate and international communications by radio, television, wire, satellite, and cable in all 50 states, the District of Columbia and U.S. territories. An independent U.S. government agency overseen by
Congress, the Commission is the federal agency responsible for implementing and enforcing America’s communications law and regulations.

The City of Sacramento cannot by law regulate wireless telecommunication. The City and all local governments, are required to comply with Federal Communications Commission (FCC) regulations related to the Telecommunications Act of 1996 which states: No State
or local government or instrumentality thereof may regulate the placement, construction, and modification of personal wireless service facilities on the basis of the environmental effects of radio frequency emissions to the extent that such facilities comply with the
regulations contained in this chapter concerning the environmental effects of such emissions. All wireless devices installed in the City of Sacramento must meet all FCC regulatory requirements.

I am forwarding your e-mail to Congressmember Matsui’s office and asking them to contact you directly. Since this is a federal issue that is beyond the City’s control, your best course of action is to contact your federal representative on this issue.

If Congressmember Matsui’s office indicates that there is an ability to influence or direct antenna placement within the current FCC regulations, I will revisit this issue with our staff. The individual in Congressmember Matsui’s office is:

Meaghan Stiles

Field Represen ative
Congresswoman Doris Matsui
Robert T Matsui Un ted States Courthouse
501 I Street Suite 12-600
Sacramento CA 95814
(916) 498-5600 --- (916) 444-6117 (fax)
meaghan s iles@mail ho se go

I have found the Congressmember’s office to be responsive and helpful on issues like this.

I understand your frustration and wish there was more that we could do to help, but unfortunately there is a federal regulatory framework that we are obligated to follow.

I would be happy to meet with you or discuss this issue further.

Dennis M Rogers
Chief of Staff

OFFICE OF COUNCILMEMBER RICK JENNINGS, II
Sacramento City Council | District 7
City Hall | 915 I Street, 5th Floor | Sacramento, CA 95814
916.808.7007

|

dmrogers@cityofsacramento.org

From: ForceOneFitness <forceonefitness@
Sent: Thursday, April 4, 2019 1:08 PM
To: Lisa Canfield <LCanfield@cityofsacramento org>; Rick Jennings <RJennings@cityofsacramento org>; Luis Montes <LMontes@cityofsacramento org>; Dennis M. Rogers <dmrogers@cityofsacramento org>; Yoon Chao <YChao@cityofsacramento org>; Kelly F.
Rivas <kfrivas@cityofsacramento.org>
Subject: Fwd: FW: Verizon Antenna on Pocket Road

---------- Forwarded message --------From: ForceOneFitness <forceonefitness@
Date: Thu, Apr 4, 2019 at 1:03 PM
Subject: Re: FW: Verizon Antenna on Pocket Road
To: Natasha Greer <NGreer@cityofsacramento.org>

Hello Natasha. Thank you for your response. I appreciate you sharing my concerns with city staff, however I am looking for a resolution to this problem right now. Not in weeks or months. My family is being exposed to extremely high levels of potentially dangerous
radiation against their will. We did not give anyone permission to install that antenna. We were not even consulted. The World Health Organization classifies the radiation emitted by cell antennas as (2b) possibly carcinogenic to humans. How is it acceptable to expose
my family to such high levels of a possibly carcinogenic substance against their will? How can you possibly justify that as fair? My nieces have been sick on and off for two months straight. They were sick twice in their entire lives before this antenna was installed. How
do you think that affects our mental state? Knowing that your children are possibly being harmed because of an action taken by Verizon, in coordination with our government, against our will. They hardly spend any time at their home anymore because they do not feel
safe in their own home. They are considering selling their home, but would they even be able to find a buyer at this point? Who wants to live right next to an antenna that is emitting 20 times more radiation than the antenna on Weston Elementary School that was recently
turned off due to health concerns. 10 individuals developed cancer in the immediate vicinity of that antenna. This antenna is 20X worse. Would you want to live next to that? We don't.

If someone chooses to smoke cigarettes or use a tanning bed that is their choice and their right to endanger their health. We did not have a choice in this matter and our rights have been stripped. This weekend I plan on going door to door to all the neighborhoods that have
had these antennas installed and sharing my findings. I expect as more people become aware of this issue, there will be more push back. Please look to find a more meaningful resolution to this matter in a shorter time frame. I appreciate your time and your effort. Thank
you.

On Thu, Apr 4, 2019 at 10:41 AM Natasha Greer <NGreer@cityofsacramento org> wrote:
Good morning Noah

I have read your response. I’m currently working with City executive staff to keep the internal dialogue open regarding constituent concerns with our 5G deployment. At this point I can’t say what the outcome of these meetings w ll be but know that we take these
concerns seriously.

Natasha Greer PMP
IT P oject Manage | City of Sac amento
Office (916) 808-7920   

E-mail co espondence with the C ty of Sac amento (and attachments f any) may be subject to the Cal fo nia Public Reco ds Act and as such may be subject to publ c disclosu e unless othe wise exempt unde the Act

From: ForceOneFitness <forceonefitness@gmail com>
Sent: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 1:42 PM
To: Natasha Greer <NGreer@cityofsacramento.org>
Subject: Re: FW: Verizon Antenna on Pocket Road

Hello Natasha. Just following up on my email from last night. Hopefully you have had time to look over it and have some sort of resolution for me. Thank you.

On Tue, Apr 2, 2019 at 10:50 PM ForceOneFitness <forceonefitness@

wrote:

Hello Natasha. Thank you for reaching out to me. I am not a lawyer, so could you please clarify what I am supposed to be getting from the statement you provided. Petaluma, Mill Valley, Monterey, Hillsborough, Ross, San Anselmo and Sebastopol have all been
successful is pushing back against 5G. But I am not asking to stop 5G from coming to Sacramento. I just do not want an antenna right in front of my family's home. There are many reasons for this. The primary reason is safety. There are many studies showing
negative health effects, including cancer, resulting from exposure to Radio Frequency (RF) radiation. I will link a
few. https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16962663  https://www.niehs.nih.gov/news/newsroom/releases/2018/november1/index.cfm  https://academic.oup.com/aje/article/155/12/1096/123184  https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.3109/15368378.2014.906446?
src recsys There are real life cases in the news very recently of people getting cancer and attributing it to a near by cell antenna. https://www.modbee.com/news/article228538324.html As the article states, that antenna was recently turned off. My family hired Eric
Windheim, the same independent expert hired by the parents at Weston Elementary School. Measurements taken inside our home far exceeded the highest readings from the Ripon case. In fact, Eric said the readings he took inside the room closest to the antenna were
the second highest power density readings he has ever encountered. One thing I am not sure was considered in the planning of this project, was how close the antennas would be to peoples homes. According to FCC
guidelines https://www.fcc.gov/consumers/guides/human-exposure-radio-frequency-fields-guidelines-cellular-and-pcs-sites cellular antennas are typically 50-200 feet above ground. The antenna outside my sisters home is at the same height as the second story of her
home. So we do not have any vertical distance barrier. The guidelines also state "in order to be exposed to RF levels near the FCC's guidelines, an individual would essentially have to remain in the main transmitting beam and within a few feet of the antenna for
several minutes or longer." Putting the antennas right outside peoples windows creates a scenario where that can actually happen. We could be dealing with near 24/7 exposure for individuals that do not leave their home often.

The second reason we do not want an antenna in front of our home is the loss of property value. There are a number of articles from the realtor industry that document property devaluations after cell antennas are built nearby. I will link a few. https://ehtrust.org/wpcontent/uploads/Cell-Towers-Home-Values pdf  http://gattonweb uky edu/Faculty/blomquist/LE%202016%20Locke%20Blomquist%20towers pdf  https://www parealtor org/justlisted/cell-towers-impact-property-values/ One of those articles claims 94% of home
buyers are “less interested and would pay less” for a property located near a cell tower or antenna. And that is just NEAR a cell antenna. We are right next to it. Anyone who is concerned about the health effects of RF radiation would never buy a home right next to a
cell antenna. I know I wouldn't. So if we wanted to sell our home to get away from the antenna there is a percentage of the market that would not be willing to buy our home at all.

The third reason we do not want an antenna near our home is because there is already precedent for individuals and communities successfully resisting exposure the cellular antennas. I mentioned the cities above that were successful in stopping or limiting 5G from
being implemented in their cities. I mentioned the case in Ripon where parents from Weston Elementary school were successful in getting Sprint to turn off and relocate the antenna over health concerns. Most famously, is the 2017 case involving California
firefighters lobbying and successfully amending bill SB649 to prevent cell antennas from being installed on fire stations. The International Association of Firefighters has long held a stance against putting cellular antennas in neighborhoods and around fire stations
citing many studies that show adverse health effects related to RF radiation exposure http://www iaff org/hs/Facts/CellTowerFinal asp By exempting them from having cell antennas on their stations and placing them near our homes, you are saying our health, our
safety, our lives are less valuable than theirs.

The last reason we do not want an antenna near our home is that it is just plain unfair. We did not request this antenna or this service. We were not asked for permission to place the antenna in front of our home. We were not even warned ahead of time. One day it just
showed up. And now our health is endangered, our property is worth less, and we have limited usability of our family home that has been in our family for over 20 years. Please explain how this can possibly be considered fair. How would you feel if this happened to
your family?

Everyone in my family, and most of the neighbors I have spoken with want the antenna turned off immediately and moved as soon as possible. What can be done to make that happen?

On Tue, Apr 2, 2019 at 3:58 PM Natasha Greer <NGreer@cityofsacramento.org> wrote:
Good afternoon Mr. Davidson

Thank you for your email. I am a Project Manager working on the 5G implementation project within the City. I understand the concerns you have regarding small cell antennas. The Telecommunications Act of 1996 specifically states that “no State or local statute
or regulation or the State or local legal requirement may prohibit or have the effect of prohibiting the ability of any entity to provide any interstate or intrastate telecommunications service.” The FCC ru ing last September further limits the rights of local
governments when it comes to placement and density of these antennas. However we are closely watching developments from the FCC and the World Health Organization with regard to these health concerns.

Natasha Greer PMP
IT P oject Manage | City of Sac amento
Office (916) 808-7920   
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From: Lisa Canfield
Sent: Tuesday, April 2, 2019 3:27 PM
To: Natasha Greer <NGreer@cityofsacramento.org>
Subject: FW: Verizon Antenna on Pocket Road

Lisa Canfield
Executive Assistant

OFFICE OF COUNCILMEMBER RICK JENNINGS, II
Sacramento City Council | District 7
City Hall | 915 I Street, 5th Floor | Sacramento, CA 95814
916.808.7007

| 916.546.6651

lcanfield@cityofsacramento.org

From: ForceOneFitness <forceonefitness@
Sent: Tuesday, March 26, 2019 6:38 PM
To: Lisa Canfield <LCanfield@cityofsacramento org>
Subject: Verizon Antenna on Pocket Road

Hello my name is Noah Davidson. I am reaching out about a Verizon antenna that was installed directly in front of my Sister's house in late December. Her address is
and the antenna was installed on the light pole directly in front of her home. I
have been doing some research on the safety of EMF (electric and magnetic field) radiation and am now concerned for the safety of my Sister, her husband, and her children. The antenna appears to be a 3G, 4G, and 5G antenna. The 5G portion is particularly
worrisome because it is so new and there is zero research demonstrating that this new technology is safe. Wireless executives admitted this in a congressional hearing last month. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v ekNC0J3xx1w&t    The antenna was installed
without our consent and we want it removed. We think it is unfair that our family should be exposed to such high levels of potentially dangerous radiation. I have written Verizon two letters and so has my Sister. They have not responded. I have written Rick
Jennings and Doris Matsui and neither of them have responded either. I feel like I am being ignored while my family is being harmed and there is nothing I can do about it. Please respond and let me know what I or you can do about this problem. Thank you very
much for your time.   

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

ForceOneF tness
Denn s M. Rogers; Rick Jenn ngs
Re: FW: Ver zon Antenna on Pocket Road
Thursday May 23 2019 11:29:33
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Hello Dennis. Its been almost 2 months since I asked you to look into moving the antenna on the basis of property devaluation. Have you looked into it yet? You apologized to me at the city council meeting last week for dropping the ball. Have you picked that ball up yet?
Virus-free. www avast.com

On Fri, Apr 5, 2019 at 2:22 PM ForceOneFitness <forceonefitness@
wrote:
Hello Dennis. Thank you for your response. Obviously this was not the response I was hoping for. I will look over the Telecommunications Act of 1996 when I have a bit more time. If the matter is this cut and dry how were cities like Petaluma, Mill Valley, and Monterey
able to prevent the small cell antennas from being implemented in their cities? Also, if you have no authority to move the antenna on the basis of health, which is absolutely mind blowing and abusive in my opinion, what about on the basis of a decrease in property value.
This is particularly relevant to our situation since we have already hired an expert to come take power density readings, and we know they are very high. Imagine trying to sell a home that is 50 feet from an antenna that has 20X more exposure INSIDE THE HOME
compared to right next to the antenna at Weston Elementary school. "Hey, you know that cell tower in Ripon that has been in the news lately, the one where 10 people have gotten cancer? Well you will be exposed to thousands of times more radiation whenever you home.
Want to buy it?" Realistically how many people are going to want to buy our home now? Would you want to live their? Would you want your family to live there? We would have to lie or purposely with hold information in order to sell it.
On Thu, Apr 4, 2019 at 2:01 PM Dennis M. Rogers <dmrogers@cityofsacramento.org> wrote:
Good Afternoon:

I completely understand the urgency that you have regarding this issue. Unfortunately the ability of the City of Sacramento to address your issue is fairly limited. Below is a quick explanation of the regulatory framework put in place by the federal government and
implemented by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC).

WHO REGULATES WIRELESS?

The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) regulates interstate and international communications by radio, television, wire, satellite, and cable in all 50 states, the District of Columbia and U.S. territories. An independent U.S. government agency overseen by
Congress, the Commission is the federal agency responsible for implementing and enforcing America’s communications law and regulations.

The City of Sacramento cannot by law regulate wireless telecommunication. The City and all local governments, are required to comply with Federal Communications Commission (FCC) regulations related to the Telecommunications Act of 1996 which states: No State
or local government or instrumentality thereof may regulate the placement, construction, and modification of personal wireless service facilities on the basis of the environmental effects of radio frequency emissions to the extent that such facilities comply with the
regulations contained in this chapter concerning the environmental effects of such emissions. All wireless devices installed in the City of Sacramento must meet all FCC regulatory requirements.

I am forwarding your e-mail to Congressmember Matsui’s office and asking them to contact you directly. Since this is a federal issue that is beyond the City’s control, your best course of action is to contact your federal representative on this issue.

If Congressmember Matsui’s office indicates that there is an ability to influence or direct antenna placement within the current FCC regulations, I will revisit this issue with our staff. The individual in Congressmember Matsui’s office is:

Meaghan St les

F e d Representative
Congresswoman Doris Matsui
Robert T Matsui Uni ed Sta es Courthouse
501 I Street Suite 12-600
Sacramen o CA 95814
(916) 498-5600 --- (916) 444-6117 (fax)
meaghan st les@ma l house gov

I have found the Congressmember’s office to be responsive and helpful on issues like this.

I understand your frustration and wish there was more that we could do to help, but unfortunately there is a federal regulatory framework that we are obligated to follow.

I would be happy to meet with you or discuss this issue further.

Dennis M Rogers
Chief of Staff

OFFICE OF COUNCILMEMBER RICK JENNINGS, II
Sacramento City Council | District 7
City Hall | 915 I Street, 5th Floor | Sacramento, CA 95814
916.808.7007

|

dmrogers@cityofsacramento org

From: ForceOneFitness <forceonefitness@
Sent: Thursday, April 4, 2019 1:08 PM
To: Lisa Canfield <LCanfield@cityofsacramento org>; Rick Jennings <RJennings@cityofsacramento org>; Luis Montes <LMontes@cityofsacramento org>; Dennis M. Rogers <dmrogers@cityofsacramento org>; Yoon Chao <YChao@cityofsacramento org>; Kelly F.
Rivas <kfrivas@cityofsacramento.org>
Subject: Fwd: FW: Verizon Antenna on Pocket Road

---------- Forwarded message --------From: ForceOneFitness <forceonefitness@
Date: Thu, Apr 4, 2019 at 1:03 PM
Subject: Re: FW: Verizon Antenna on Pocket Road
To: Natasha Greer <NGreer@cityofsacramento.org>

Hello Natasha. Thank you for your response. I appreciate you sharing my concerns with city staff, however I am looking for a resolution to this problem right now. Not in weeks or months. My family is being exposed to extremely high levels of potentially dangerous
radiation against their will. We did not give anyone permission to install that antenna. We were not even consulted. The World Health Organization classifies the radiation emitted by cell antennas as (2b) possibly carcinogenic to humans. How is it acceptable to expose
my family to such high levels of a possibly carcinogenic substance against their will? How can you possibly justify that as fair? My nieces have been sick on and off for two months straight. They were sick twice in their entire lives before this antenna was installed. How
do you think that affects our mental state? Knowing that your children are possibly being harmed because of an action taken by Verizon, in coordination with our government, against our will. They hardly spend any time at their home anymore because they do not feel
safe in their own home. They are considering selling their home, but would they even be able to find a buyer at this point? Who wants to live right next to an antenna that is emitting 20 times more radiation than the antenna on Weston Elementary School that was recently
turned off due to health concerns. 10 individuals developed cancer in the immediate vicinity of that antenna. This antenna is 20X worse. Would you want to live next to that? We don't.

If someone chooses to smoke cigarettes or use a tanning bed that is their choice and their right to endanger their health. We did not have a choice in this matter and our rights have been stripped. This weekend I plan on going door to door to all the neighborhoods that have
had these antennas installed and sharing my findings. I expect as more people become aware of this issue, there will be more push back. Please look to find a more meaningful resolution to this matter in a shorter time frame. I appreciate your time and your effort. Thank
you.

On Thu, Apr 4, 2019 at 10:41 AM Natasha Greer <NGreer@cityofsacramento org> wrote:
Good morning Noah

I have read your response. I’m currently working with City executive staff to keep the internal dialogue open regarding constituent concerns with our 5G deployment. At this point I can’t say what the outcome of these meetings will be but know that we take these
concerns seriously.

Natasha Greer PMP
IT P oject Manage | City of Sac amento
Office (916) 808-7920   

E-mail co espondence w th the C ty of Sac amento (and attachments f any) may be subject to the Cal fo nia Public Reco ds Act and as such may be subject to public d sclosu e unless othe wise exempt unde the Act

From: ForceOneFitness <forceonefitness@
Sent: Wednesday, April 3, 2019 1:42 PM
To: Natasha Greer <NGreer@cityofsacramento.org>
Subject: Re: FW: Verizon Antenna on Pocket Road

Hello Natasha. Just following up on my email from last night. Hopefully you have had time to look over it and have some sort of resolution for me. Thank you.

On Tue, Apr 2, 2019 at 10:50 PM ForceOneFitness <forceonefitness@

wrote:

Hello Natasha. Thank you for reaching out to me. I am not a lawyer, so could you please clarify what I am supposed to be getting from the statement you provided. Petaluma, Mill Valley, Monterey, Hillsborough, Ross, San Anselmo and Sebastopol have all been
successful is pushing back against 5G. But I am not asking to stop 5G from coming to Sacramento. I just do not want an antenna right in front of my family's home. There are many reasons for this. The primary reason is safety. There are many studies showing
negative health effects, including cancer, resulting from exposure to Radio Frequency (RF) radiation. I will link a
few. https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16962663  https://www.niehs.nih.gov/news/newsroom/releases/2018/november1/index.cfm  https://academic.oup.com/aje/article/155/12/1096/123184  https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.3109/15368378.2014.906446?
src recsys There are real life cases in the news very recently of people getting cancer and attributing it to a near by cell antenna. https://www.modbee.com/news/article228538324.html As the article states, that antenna was recently turned off. My family hired Eric
Windheim, the same independent expert hired by the parents at Weston Elementary School. Measurements taken inside our home far exceeded the highest readings from the Ripon case. In fact, Eric said the readings he took inside the room closest to the antenna were
the second highest power density readings he has ever encountered. One thing I am not sure was considered in the planning of this project, was how close the antennas would be to peoples homes. According to FCC
guidelines https://www.fcc.gov/consumers/guides/human-exposure-radio-frequency-fields-guidelines-cellular-and-pcs-sites cellular antennas are typically 50-200 feet above ground. The antenna outside my sisters home is at the same height as the second story of her
home. So we do not have any vertical distance barrier. The guidelines also state "in order to be exposed to RF levels near the FCC's guidelines, an individual would essentially have to remain in the main transmitting beam and within a few feet of the antenna for
several minutes or longer." Putting the antennas right outside peoples windows creates a scenario where that can actually happen. We could be dealing with near 24/7 exposure for individuals that do not leave their home often.

The second reason we do not want an antenna in front of our home is the loss of property value. There are a number of articles from the realtor industry that document property devaluations after cell antennas are built nearby. I will link a few. https://ehtrust.org/wpcontent/uploads/Cell-Towers-Home-Values.pdf  http://gattonweb.uky.edu/Faculty/blomquist/LE%202016%20Locke%20Blomquist%20towers.pdf  https://www.parealtor.org/justlisted/cell-towers-impact-property-values/ One of those articles claims 94% of home
buyers are “less interested and would pay less” for a property located near a cell tower or antenna. And that is just NEAR a cell antenna. We are right next to it. Anyone who is concerned about the health effects of RF radiation would never buy a home right next to a
cell antenna. I know I wouldn't. So if we wanted to sell our home to get away from the antenna there is a percentage of the market that would not be willing to buy our home at all.

The third reason we do not want an antenna near our home is because there is already precedent for individuals and communities successfully resisting exposure the cellular antennas. I mentioned the cities above that were successful in stopping or limiting 5G from
being implemented in their cities. I mentioned the case in Ripon where parents from Weston Elementary school were successful in getting Sprint to turn off and relocate the antenna over health concerns. Most famously, is the 2017 case involving California
firefighters lobbying and successfully amending bill SB649 to prevent cell antennas from being installed on fire stations. The International Association of Firefighters has long held a stance against putting cellular antennas in neighborhoods and around fire stations
citing many studies that show adverse health effects related to RF radiation exposure http://www iaff org/hs/Facts/CellTowerFinal asp By exempting them from having cell antennas on their stations and placing them near our homes, you are saying our health, our
safety, our lives are less valuable than theirs.

The last reason we do not want an antenna near our home is that it is just plain unfair. We did not request this antenna or this service. We were not asked for permission to place the antenna in front of our home. We were not even warned ahead of time. One day it just
showed up. And now our health is endangered, our property is worth less, and we have limited usability of our family home that has been in our family for over 20 years. Please explain how this can possibly be considered fair. How would you feel if this happened to
your family?

Everyone in my family, and most of the neighbors I have spoken with want the antenna turned off immediately and moved as soon as possible. What can be done to make that happen?

On Tue, Apr 2, 2019 at 3:58 PM Natasha Greer <NGreer@cityofsacramento.org> wrote:
Good afternoon Mr. Davidson

Thank you for your email. I am a Project Manager working on the 5G implementation project within the City. I understand the concerns you have regarding small cell antennas. The Telecommunications Act of 1996 specifically states that “no State or local statute
or regulation or the State or local legal requirement may prohibit or have the effect of prohibiting the ability of any entity to provide any interstate or intrastate telecommunications service.” The FCC ruling last September further limits the rights of local
governments when it comes to placement and density of these antennas. However we are closely watching developments from the FCC and the World Health Organization with regard to these health concerns.

Natasha Greer PMP
IT P oject Manage | City of Sac amento
Office (916) 808-7920   
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From: Lisa Canfield
Sent: Tuesday, April 2, 2019 3:27 PM
To: Natasha Greer <NGreer@cityofsacramento.org>
Subject: FW: Verizon Antenna on Pocket Road

Lisa Canfield
Executive Assistant

OFFICE OF COUNCILMEMBER RICK JENNINGS, II
Sacramento City Council | District 7
City Hall | 915 I Street, 5th Floor | Sacramento, CA 95814
916.808.7007

| 916.546.6651

lcanfield@cityofsacramento.org

From: ForceOneFitness <forceonefitness@gmail com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 26, 2019 6:38 PM
To: Lisa Canfield <LCanfield@cityofsacramento.org>
Subject: Verizon Antenna on Pocket Road

Hello my name is Noah Davidson. I am reaching out about a Verizon antenna that was installed directly in front of my Sister's house in late December. Her address is
and the antenna was installed on the light pole directly in front of her home. I
have been doing some research on the safety of EMF (electric and magnetic field) radiation and am now concerned for the safety of my Sister, her husband, and her children. The antenna appears to be a 3G, 4G, and 5G antenna. The 5G portion is particularly
worrisome because it is so new and there is zero research demonstrating that this new technology is safe. Wireless executives admitted this in a congressional hearing last month. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v ekNC0J3xx1w&t    The antenna was installed
without our consent and we want it removed. We think it is unfair that our family should be exposed to such high levels of potentially dangerous radiation. I have written Verizon two letters and so has my Sister. They have not responded. I have written Rick
Jennings and Doris Matsui and neither of them have responded either. I feel like I am being ignored while my family is being harmed and there is nothing I can do about it. Please respond and let me know what I or you can do about this problem. Thank you very
much for your time.   

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Darin Arcolino
Matthew Johns; Nicholas Theocharides
Hector Barron
RE: Small Cell & 5G antennas in the Greenhaven & Pocket 95831 zipcode.
Thursday, July 19, 2018 09:51:00
SAC5G Constuction Door Tags Template NICKI 4-26-18.pdf

FYI I want to get your eyes on my response to a concerned citizen below. Let me know if you have edits.
______________________________________________________________________________
Hello Eric,
I spoke to Public Works and obtained the information below.
Sacramento City Code 12.20.070, Public notification of work, is outlined as
All persons performing work shall conform to any public notification requirements included in the permit, contract documents, or approved
plans. If notification is required, at a minimum, persons performing work shall notify residents and businesses immediately adjacent to the
project work in writing two working days in advance of beginning work. The notice shall be approved by the director, shall describe the work to
be performed, the anticipated duration of construction, and the name and daytime telephone number of the person performing the work. (Ord.
2002-004 § 7, 2002)
Speaking specifically to the Verizon Small Cell deployment, advanced notification is provided a minimum of 72-hours in advance of each installation to
those residents directly impacted by construction activities. Typically, those homes whose frontage will be temporarily occupied by Verizon Contractors
during installation. The notifications are provided via “door hangers,” an example of which is attached for your use.
As a local government, we are following the FCC rule consistent with the Telecommunications Act of 1996
No State or local government or instrumentality thereof may regulate the placement, construction, and modification of personal wireless service
facilities on the basis of the environmental effects of radio frequency emissions to the extent that such facilities comply with the regulations
contained in this chapter concerning the environmental effects of such emissions.
Here is a link to the latest City Express article on the Verizon 5G rollout https //sacramentocityexpress.com/2018/05/29/5g-wireless-connectivitycoming-to-sacramento-late-summer-2018/. The city will continue to update the site with information as it becomes available.
Thanks,
Darin
From: Eric Windheim <e.windheim@
Sent: Wednesday, July 18, 2018 5:32 PM
To: Darin Arcolino <DArcolino@cityofsacramento org>
Cc: Maria MacGunigal <MMacGunigal@cityofsacramento.org>; Dennis M. Rogers <dmrogers@cityofsacramento.org>; Planning
<Planning@cityofsacramento org>
Subject: Re: Small Cell & 5G antennas in the Greenhaven & Pocket 95831 zipcode.

Hello Darin, Maria, Dennis & planning,
I have not heard from Darin, since last Friday, so I am reaching out to City of Sacramento public records today as below.
Darin please send me my NOTICE since I am very close to the cell antenna or find out why I did not receive one.
If you can assist, redirect me or notify related city staff or departments about my CPRA request I will certainly appreciate that.
I am sure you can get me a copy of the Complete “RF Compliance Report”.
I have a right to be fully and factually informed about what my wife and I are going to be unwillingly exposed to.
My bedroom is in line of sight to the cell antenna on the left side of the City lamp pole.

I will be away after 11am tomorrow for the weekend.
Please advise as soon as possible.

Crews supervised by City Employees mounted Cell Antennas on the Pole #07495 , on the SW corner of Florin Rd and Long River Yesterday.

These antennas are aimed 200º magnetic compass direction, directly at my wife’s bedroom and our bedrooms. See Photos.

Here is what I request as soon as possible:
Complete "RF Compliance Report" for:
1. Sacramento Verizon 5G test pilot project. In midtown, H Street and the nifty 50s area.
2. Sacramento Verizon 5G project that is occurring city wide and right now in my 95831 zip code.
This is the Completed registered engineers report stating FCC Compliance that would include the following following items including but not limited to;
• antenna transmitter locations
                • the number of transmitters operating simultaneously
                • the frequency of each transmitting antenna
                • the number of channels (radios) per antenna
                • the effective maximum radiated power (ERP) for each channel and
                the expected radiated power for each channel
                • the direction of each antenna (show vertical plane pattern)
                • down-tilt of antennas should be taken into account in calculations at each location
• a topographic map showing location of the site and of surrounding buildings
• RFR calculations should be performed at the following elevations (AGL).
                Each elevation will require a separate computer modeling run, and should result
                in a run-out table to 0.01 uW/cm2, at 10' intervals (horizontal). The vertical
                elevations are RFR at 6', 16' 26', 40, 50', and 75' AGL. This will allow
                nearby residents and property/building owners to more closely estimate their
                predicted RFR exposures.            
                • Information should be overlain on a land use map showing nearest
                uncontrolled public access, distance to occupied buildings and designated
                land use for each building (home, school, day-care, pre-school, hospital,
                convalescent hospital or home, commercial office, shopping mall, etc)

Dear Eric:
Thank you for contacting the City of Sacramento to obtain public records.
The City received your Public Records Act request dated July 18, 2018 and has assigned the reference number P010458-071818 for tracking purposes.
Record(s) Requested: Complete “ F Compliance Report" for
1. Sacramento Verizon 5G test pilot project. in midtown, H street and the nifty 50s area.
2. Sacramento Verizon 5G project that is occurring city wide and right now in my 95831 zip code.
This is the Completed registered engineers RF compliance report stating FCC Compliance that would include the the following following items including but not
limited to; • antenna transmitter locations • the number of transmitters operating simultaneously • the frequency of each transmitting antenna • the number
of channels (radios) per antenna • the effective maximum radiated power (ERP) for each channel and the expected radiated power for each channel • the

direction of each antenna (show vertical plane pattern) • downtilt of antennas should be taken into account in calculations at each location • a topographic
map showing location of the site and of surrounding buildings • RFR calculations should be performed at the following elevations (AGL). Each elevation will
require a separate computer modeling run, and should result in a run-out table to 0.01 uW/cm2, at 10' intervals (horizontal). The vertical elevations are RFR at
6', 16' 26', 40, 50', and 75' AGL. This will allow nearby residents and property/building owners to more closely estimate their predicted RFR exposures. •
Information should be overlain on a land use map showing nearest uncontrolled public access, distance to occupied buildings and designated land use for each
building (home, school, day-care, pre-school, hospital, convalescent hospital or home, commercial office, shopping mall, etc)
We have begun processing your request.
The City of Sacramento has a new Open Records Portal that allows you to submit and track Public Records Act requests. Please visit the link below to monitor
request progress and submit future requests.
Sacramento Public Records Center

City of Sacramento Records
Eric Windheim BA, EMRS, BBEC
Certified Electromagnetic Radiation Specialist
Certified Building Biology Environmental Consultant
WindheimEMFSolutions.com
Office: 916-395-7336
Sacramento CA

On Jul 13, 2018, at 11:39 AM, Darin Arcolino <DArcolino@cityofsacramento.org> wrote:
Hello Eric,
I’m following up our phone call with more information on small cell deployment and the Verizon 5G project in Sacramento. Small cell attachments are
limited to 30’ mast arm street lights on Caltrans Type-15 poles. The specification sheet for these poles can be found here. Attachments to historic,
ornamental, traffic signals, and neighborhood 20’ mast arms poles are not permitted. The street light types found on your street (pictured below) are
not targets for small cell deployment. Every street light luminaire on the same circuit with a Caltrans Type-15 pole used for small cells will need a
photocell installed for light operation. The pole will also be wrapped with a red reflective strip at approximately 10’ from grade.
I’m confirming that pole #07495 on the corner of Florin Rd and Long River is marked for antenna installation, but construction has not yet begun. Poles
#006654, #07996, and #07502 on your street will only receive a photocell and are marked accordingly for future retrofit.
I will follow up about noticing and compass direction once I confirm with Inspectors and Verizon.
Don’t hesitate to call me with further questions. Have a great weekend!
Darin Arcolino
916-808-0403

From: Eric Windheim [mailto:e.windheim@
Sent: Tuesday, July 10, 2018 3:29 PM
To: Darin Arcolino <DArcolino@cityofsacramento.org>
Subject: Small Cell & 5G antennas in the Greenhaven & Pocket 95831 zipcode.
Dear Maria MacGunigal,

I am shocked to see the installation of 5G antennas on City of Sacramento lamp poles on Pocket Road and preparation work and pole markings
on Florin Rd and Greenhaven Dr in my immediate walking area as close as 210 feet to my house.
Why weren’t we notified about this plan to install theses close proximity microwave radiating antennas (CPMRA)?
Where was the public notice? We got nothing.
I strongly suggest that you halt any installation that is closer than 1500 feet to my house.
I have been following the very well publicized “Verizon 5G Pilot Test” at the 17 locations in mid-town and have all of the site plans.
I know a great deal about that Pilot Test project.
This project in my area is an extremely unwelcome and disturbing surprise: were was my notification, please advise?

Pole #07495 , on the SW corner of Florin Rd and Long River is marked for antenna installation and is less than:
195 feet from my property
210 feet from my guest bedroom
230 feet from my wife’s office
240 feet from our master bedroom
Pole #006654 is only 36 feet from my second story master bedroom window
Pole #07996 is about 190 away
Pole #07502 is about 250 feet away

There is direct line of sight to the lamp pole #07495 from several of the rooms upstairs including my office on the ground floor.
The above rooms are places where my wife and I spend 8 to 16 hours per day.
We work at home and currently have a very low RF radiation exposure as measured by the meters I used every day in my business.
Here are my basic questions for which I will appreciate a very prompt response.
Please do not wait for a CPMRA to be installed near my home.
1.            Why is this new 5G CPRA project being rapidly installed in my 95831 zip code without any notice to close proximity property owners?
Certainly the City knows this?
2.            What department and individuals were responsible for approving or allowing this? Certainly the City knows this.
3.            What are the street address locations and pole#s where the CPMRAs will be installed in the entire 95831 zip code. Certainly the City
knows this?
4.            What compass direction(s) will these CPMRAs be aimed for each of these poles?
5.            When will the CPMRAs that are already installed start radiating?
6.            Please send me a copy of my public notice about this 5G project close to my house.
I would appreciate a very prompt response with accurate and full disclosure.
Sincerely,
Eric Windheim BA, EMRS, BBEC
Certified Electromagnetic Radiation Specialist
Certified Building Biology Environmental Consultant
WindheimEMFSolutions com
Office: 916-395-7336
10 Riverstar Circle
Sacramento CA 95831

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Darin Arcolino
Eric Windheim
Maria MacGunigal; Dennis M. Rogers
RE: Small Cell & 5G antennas in the Greenhaven & Pocket 95831 zipcode.
Thursday, July 19, 2018 10:24:16
SAC5G Constuction Door Tags Template NICKI 4-26-18.pdf

Hello Eric,
I spoke to Public Works and obtained the information below.
Sacramento City Code 12.20.070, Public notification of work, is outlined as
All persons performing work shall conform to any public notification requirements included in the permit, contract documents, or approved
plans. If notification is required, at a minimum, persons performing work shall notify residents and businesses immediately adjacent to the
project work in writing two working days in advance of beginning work. The notice shall be approved by the director, shall describe the work to
be performed, the anticipated duration of construction, and the name and daytime telephone number of the person performing the work. (Ord.
2002-004 § 7, 2002)
Speaking specifically to the Verizon Small Cell deployment, advanced notification is provided a minimum of 72-hours in advance of each installation to
those residents directly impacted by construction activities. Typically, those homes whose frontage will be temporarily occupied by Verizon Contractors
during installation. The notifications are provided via “door hangers,” an example of which is attached for your use.
As a local government, we are following the FCC rule consistent with the Telecommunications Act of 1996
No State or local government or instrumentality thereof may regulate the placement, construction, and modification of personal wireless service
facilities on the basis of the environmental effects of radio frequency emissions to the extent that such facilities comply with the regulations
contained in this chapter concerning the environmental effects of such emissions.
Here is a link to the latest City Express article on the Verizon 5G rollout https //sacramentocityexpress.com/2018/05/29/5g-wireless-connectivitycoming-to-sacramento-late-summer-2018/. The city will continue to update the site with information as it becomes available.
Thanks,
Darin
From: Eric Windheim <e.windheim@
Sent: Wednesday, July 18, 2018 5:32 PM
To: Darin Arcolino <DArcolino@cityofsacramento org>
Cc: Maria MacGunigal <MMacGunigal@cityofsacramento.org>; Dennis M. Rogers <dmrogers@cityofsacramento.org>; Planning
<Planning@cityofsacramento org>
Subject: Re: Small Cell & 5G antennas in the Greenhaven & Pocket 95831 zipcode.

Hello Darin, Maria, Dennis & planning,
I have not heard from Darin, since last Friday, so I am reaching out to City of Sacramento public records today as below.
Darin please send me my NOTICE since I am very close to the cell antenna or find out why I did not receive one.
If you can assist, redirect me or notify related city staff or departments about my CPRA request I will certainly appreciate that.
I am sure you can get me a copy of the Complete “RF Compliance Report”.
I have a right to be fully and factually informed about what my wife and I are going to be unwillingly exposed to.
My bedroom is in line of sight to the cell antenna on the left side of the City lamp pole.

I will be away after 11am tomorrow for the weekend.
Please advise as soon as possible.

Crews supervised by City Employees mounted Cell Antennas on the Pole #07495 , on the SW corner of Florin Rd and Long River Yesterday.

These antennas are aimed 200º magnetic compass direction, directly at my wife’s bedroom and our bedrooms. See Photos.

Here is what I request as soon as possible:
Complete "RF Compliance Report" for:
1. Sacramento Verizon 5G test pilot project. In midtown, H Street and the nifty 50s area.
2. Sacramento Verizon 5G project that is occurring city wide and right now in my 95831 zip code.
This is the Completed registered engineers report stating FCC Compliance that would include the following following items including but not limited to;
• antenna transmitter locations
                • the number of transmitters operating simultaneously
                • the frequency of each transmitting antenna
                • the number of channels (radios) per antenna
                • the effective maximum radiated power (ERP) for each channel and
                the expected radiated power for each channel
                • the direction of each antenna (show vertical plane pattern)
                • down-tilt of antennas should be taken into account in calculations at each location
• a topographic map showing location of the site and of surrounding buildings
• RFR calculations should be performed at the following elevations (AGL).
                Each elevation will require a separate computer modeling run, and should result
                in a run-out table to 0.01 uW/cm2, at 10' intervals (horizontal). The vertical
                elevations are RFR at 6', 16' 26', 40, 50', and 75' AGL. This will allow
                nearby residents and property/building owners to more closely estimate their
                predicted RFR exposures.            
                • Information should be overlain on a land use map showing nearest
                uncontrolled public access, distance to occupied buildings and designated
                land use for each building (home, school, day-care, pre-school, hospital,
                convalescent hospital or home, commercial office, shopping mall, etc)

Dear Eric:
Thank you for contacting the City of Sacramento to obtain public records.
The City received your Public Records Act request dated July 18, 2018 and has assigned the reference number P010458-071818 for tracking purposes.
Record(s) Requested: Complete “ F Compliance Report" for
1. Sacramento Verizon 5G test pilot project. in midtown, H street and the nifty 50s area.
2. Sacramento Verizon 5G project that is occurring city wide and right now in my 95831 zip code.
This is the Completed registered engineers RF compliance report stating FCC Compliance that would include the the following following items including but not
limited to; • antenna transmitter locations • the number of transmitters operating simultaneously • the frequency of each transmitting antenna • the number
of channels (radios) per antenna • the effective maximum radiated power (ERP) for each channel and the expected radiated power for each channel • the
direction of each antenna (show vertical plane pattern) • downtilt of antennas should be taken into account in calculations at each location • a topographic

map showing location of the site and of surrounding buildings • RFR calculations should be performed at the following elevations (AGL). Each elevation will
require a separate computer modeling run, and should result in a run-out table to 0.01 uW/cm2, at 10' intervals (horizontal). The vertical elevations are RFR at
6', 16' 26', 40, 50', and 75' AGL. This will allow nearby residents and property/building owners to more closely estimate their predicted RFR exposures. •
Information should be overlain on a land use map showing nearest uncontrolled public access, distance to occupied buildings and designated land use for each
building (home, school, day-care, pre-school, hospital, convalescent hospital or home, commercial office, shopping mall, etc)
We have begun processing your request.
The City of Sacramento has a new Open Records Portal that allows you to submit and track Public Records Act requests. Please visit the link below to monitor
request progress and submit future requests.
Sacramento Public Records Center

City of Sacramento Records
Eric Windheim BA, EMRS, BBEC
Certified Electromagnetic Radiation Specialist
Certified Building Biology Environmental Consultant
WindheimEMFSolutions.com
Office: 916-395-7336
Sacramento CA

On Jul 13, 2018, at 11:39 AM, Darin Arcolino <DArcolino@cityofsacramento.org> wrote:
Hello Eric,
I’m following up our phone call with more information on small cell deployment and the Verizon 5G project in Sacramento. Small cell attachments are
limited to 30’ mast arm street lights on Caltrans Type-15 poles. The specification sheet for these poles can be found here. Attachments to historic,
ornamental, traffic signals, and neighborhood 20’ mast arms poles are not permitted. The street light types found on your street (pictured below) are
not targets for small cell deployment. Every street light luminaire on the same circuit with a Caltrans Type-15 pole used for small cells will need a
photocell installed for light operation. The pole will also be wrapped with a red reflective strip at approximately 10’ from grade.
I’m confirming that pole #07495 on the corner of Florin Rd and Long River is marked for antenna installation, but construction has not yet begun. Poles
#006654, #07996, and #07502 on your street will only receive a photocell and are marked accordingly for future retrofit.
I will follow up about noticing and compass direction once I confirm with Inspectors and Verizon.
Don’t hesitate to call me with further questions. Have a great weekend!
Darin Arcolino
916-808-0403

From: Eric Windheim [mailto:e.windheim@
Sent: Tuesday, July 10, 2018 3:29 PM
To: Darin Arcolino <DArcolino@cityofsacramento.org>
Subject: Small Cell & 5G antennas in the Greenhaven & Pocket 95831 zipcode.
Dear Maria MacGunigal,
I am shocked to see the installation of 5G antennas on City of Sacramento lamp poles on Pocket Road and preparation work and pole markings

on Florin Rd and Greenhaven Dr in my immediate walking area as close as 210 feet to my house.
Why weren’t we notified about this plan to install theses close proximity microwave radiating antennas (CPMRA)?
Where was the public notice? We got nothing.
I strongly suggest that you halt any installation that is closer than 1500 feet to my house.
I have been following the very well publicized “Verizon 5G Pilot Test” at the 17 locations in mid-town and have all of the site plans.
I know a great deal about that Pilot Test project.
This project in my area is an extremely unwelcome and disturbing surprise: were was my notification, please advise?

Pole #07495 , on the SW corner of Florin Rd and Long River is marked for antenna installation and is less than:
195 feet from my property
210 feet from my guest bedroom
230 feet from my wife’s office
240 feet from our master bedroom
Pole #006654 is only 36 feet from my second story master bedroom window
Pole #07996 is about 190 away
Pole #07502 is about 250 feet away

There is direct line of sight to the lamp pole #07495 from several of the rooms upstairs including my office on the ground floor.
The above rooms are places where my wife and I spend 8 to 16 hours per day.
We work at home and currently have a very low RF radiation exposure as measured by the meters I used every day in my business.
Here are my basic questions for which I will appreciate a very prompt response.
Please do not wait for a CPMRA to be installed near my home.
1.            Why is this new 5G CPRA project being rapidly installed in my 95831 zip code without any notice to close proximity property owners?
Certainly the City knows this?
2.            What department and individuals were responsible for approving or allowing this? Certainly the City knows this.
3.            What are the street address locations and pole#s where the CPMRAs will be installed in the entire 95831 zip code. Certainly the City
knows this?
4.            What compass direction(s) will these CPMRAs be aimed for each of these poles?
5.            When will the CPMRAs that are already installed start radiating?
6.            Please send me a copy of my public notice about this 5G project close to my house.
I would appreciate a very prompt response with accurate and full disclosure.
Sincerely,
Eric Windheim BA, EMRS, BBEC
Certified Electromagnetic Radiation Specialist
Certified Building Biology Environmental Consultant
WindheimEMFSolutions com
Office: 916-395-7336
10 Riverstar Circle
Sacramento CA 95831

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

ForceOneFitness
Angelique Ashby; Allen W. Warren; Rick Jennings; Jeff S. Harris; Steve Hansen; Jay Schenirer; Lawrence R. Carr;
Susana Alcala Wood; Howard Chan; clerk; Mayor Steinberg; Eric Guerra; aogilvie.sacpdc@
Re: unprecedented exposure levels = unprecedented threat to health
Friday, September 27, 2019 20:58:43
Illinois General Assembly Large.docx
Sacramento Letter 9.2.19.pdf

Hello Council and staff. I am again asking the city clerk enter this email and the
attachments into the public record. I hope you have had a chance to review my email and
consider my request to turn off the antenna near my sister's home. The measurements
presented by the City at the September 9th council meeting definitively prove that the small
cell antennas are exposing Sacramento residents to 10-10,000,000 times more radiation that
previous generation antennas. Plenty of research exists showing that radiation emissions from
previous generation antennas can cause negative health effects. https://mdsafetech.org/celltower-health-effects/ Your decision to deploy these "small" cell antennas near our homes is
exposing us to far worse.
I also wanted to get these two expert opinion letters into the public record. One is from Dr.
Sharon Goldberg. One is from Dr. Paul Heroux.
https://imgur.com/a/8FPZw5F Dr. Sharon Goldberg is a Integrative/Functional Medicine
physician in private practice. Her background includes fifteen years as an academic Hospital
Medicine physician and clinician educator who helped train hundreds of medical students and
resident physicians. Her clinical and research interests include dietary, lifestyle and
environmental modifications in the setting of complex chronic disease. Dr. Goldberg has
clinical expertise in environmental intolerance including Microwave Sickness (ElectroSensitivity). She prepared this letter for your review. In her expert opinion, the harmful effects
of microwave radiation are well established by decades of peer reviewed studies. She contends
the current FCC safety guidelines are completely inadequate for protecting human health.
https://imgur.com/a/XahAP2K Professor Heroux is a toxicologist who has a PhD in Physics
and began his career working for the industry on health effects from electromagnetic fields and
radiation. When he realized there are adverse health effects, he decided to leave the industry
and expand his medical qualifications and now Professor Heroux teaches courses on EMFs
adverse health effects at McGill University. He has conducted research on the effects of
EMFs, authored several text books and he can attest to how the industry has mislead the public
and hides health effects. He prepared this presentation for the Illinois State Assembly just last
month. It is equally applicable to the scenario regarding 5G in Sacramento. This presentation
highlights some of the many problems with 5G including negative health effects and
industry/FCC corruption.
These are two credible experts who have published work in the field of EMF and are harshly
adverse to the deployment of cell antennas in residential neighborhoods. Please weigh their
opinions in your decision to protect your constituents from the dangers of 5G. It is among your
primary duties to protect the health and well being of your constituents and in the Mayor's own
words "if there is a demonstrated and serious health risk to anything, that comes before any
other objective, of course." The serious risk to our health is clearly demonstrated by the
research and expert opinions I have already provided you.
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lanplh/article/PIIS2542-5196(18)30221-3/fulltext
https://thehill.com/opinion/healthcare/416515-theres-a-clear-cell-phone-cancer-link-but-fda-is-

downplaying-it
https://5gawarenessnow.files.wordpress.com/2019/09/5g-emf-hazards-dr-martin-l.-pall-euemf2018-6-11us3.pdf
Now I am asking you to exercise the duties of your office to protect the health and property of
Sacramento residents. Sacramento City Code Chapter 8.04 Article II states:
A. Criminal Violations. It is unlawful for any responsible party, person, firm or
corporation, whether owner, lessee, manager, sublessor, sublessee or occupant of
any premises who to cause, allow, permit or maintain a property, building or structure
to exist upon which any of the social nuisances identified in this chapter occur, or to
use or occupy the property, building or structure in a way that permit or maintains the
same to be done contrary to or in violation of any of the provisions of this code. Each
person who violates the provisions of this code shall be guilty of a misdemeanor for
each and every day, or any portion of a day during which the such violation exists, is
committed, maintained, permitted or continues.
B. Civil Penalties. In addition to any other remedy, including injunctive relief, any
person violating the provisions of this chapter shall be subject to a civil action to abate
or enjoin the nuisance and shall be liable for civil penalties of not less than two
hundred fifty dollars ($250.00) or more than twenty-five thousand dollars ($25,000.00)
for each day the violation continues. The city attorney may pursue any lawful civil
remedy and civil penalties brought to enforce any provisions of this chapter.
https://www.qcode.us/codes/sacramento/view.php?topic=8-8_04-ii-8_04_080&frames=on
Article IV goes on to define a nuisance as:
It is unlawful and a misdemeanor and a public nuisance for any person owning,
leasing, occupying, or having charge or possession of any premises in this city to
maintain the premises in a manner that any one or more of the conditions or activities
described in the following subsections are found to exist and allowed to continue:
A. The keeping, storing, depositing, or accumulating on the premises of any personal
property within the view of persons on adjacent or nearby real property or the public
right-of-way, when the personal property constitutes visual blight, reduces the
aesthetic appearance of the neighborhood, is offensive to the senses, or is
detrimental to nearby real property or property value...
E. Any dangerous, unsightly, or blighted condition that is detrimental to the health,
safety, or welfare of the public;
https://www.qcode.us/codes/sacramento/view.php?topic=8-8_04-iv8_04_100&frames=on
In addition to the health hazards, we have already provided research demonstrating
that cell antennas have a negative effect on property values and home
salability. https://ehtrust.org/cell-phone-towers-lower-property-values-documentationresearch/ By continuing the operation of the antennas near my family's home (I am
sure you know the address by now, but I can provide it to you off the record), both
Verizon and the City of Sacramento are in violation of the city code referenced above
and are subject to criminal violations and civil penalties. You are legally obligated to
correct this violation within 30 days of this

notice. https://www.qcode.us/codes/sacramento/view.php?topic=8-8_04-ii8_04_080&frames=on
Again, I ask that this email and it's attachments be added to the public record. I hope
you all have a good weekend. Thank you for your attention to this matter.

Virus-free. www.avast.com

On Fri, Sep 27, 2019 at 12:33 AM ForceOneFitness <forceonefitness@
wrote:
Hello again council. I am asking the city clerk to please enter this email into the city's public
record.
I heard from Dennis Rogers this week which was very encouraging. I truly hope the city is
doing its due diligence in looking into a passing a zoning ordinance to protect residents from
the dangers of 5G.
I hope I have already made this point clear, but I will emphasize it again. The main reason
5G poses such a risk to our health, and why there is growing global resistance, is due to
the "small cell" antennas being so close to people's homes. This is resulting in
unprecedented levels of constant exposure inside our homes.
The measurements commissioned by the city of Sacramento, and presented by Dr.
Jerrold Bushberg at the September 3rd city council meeting definitively PROVE this
point. Slide three of the presentation shows that the ground level exposure from the
small cell antennas in the Pocket area was measured to be 0.6% of the FCC limit or
60,000 microwatts per square meter. https://imgur.com/YbzuNXc That is roughly 167
times below the FCC limit. Compare this to "typical" ground level exposure from
previous generation antennas which both the FCC and the City of Sacramento cite as
"thousands of times below FCC safety
limits." http://www.cityofsacramento.org/Smart-City/5G/Is-It-Safe
This alone proves that these "small cells" are exposing us to much higher levels of radiation
than previous generation antennas, but the problem is actually far worse. Exposure at or near
the height of the antenna is thousands of times higher than exposure at ground level, and
because these antennas are being installed at roughly the same height as a two story home,
people are going to be living in or very close to the main transmission beam where exposure
is highest. https://imgur.com/a/OekkgLC
The worst case scenario I have come across is in my nieces' bedroom. The Verizon antenna
is only 60 feet away from their room and is pointed at our home. Measurements inside their
room were 460,000 microwatts per square meter, 4.6% or roughly 1/20 of the FCC safety
limit. https://imgur.com/a/56wC2sy This is EXTREMELY high exposure from a cell
antenna. Even Dr. Bushberg will admit that. Thankfully, most of the antennas I have seen
are pointed away from the nearest home, and resulting exposure will be far less than what
we are being subjected to, but that does not necessarily mean that others will be safe.

One of the things that the Mayor said at the end of the meeting was that our group did not
prove that "5G technology is absolutely unsafe." Is that really the responsibility of the
public? To establish scientifically that something we are being subjected to against our will
is definitively harmful? Is it not your responsibility to demonstrate that 5G is safe?
Bushberg's presentation failed to do so. All he proved was that exposure from the antennas is
likely to be under the FCC safety limit, which only acknowledges thermal effects. This is
best explained in a letter from Norbert Hankin of the
EPA. http://electromagnetichealth.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/09/USEPA_Letter.pdf The
city did not provide us a guarantee that people will not be harmed by the antennas, only that
we will not be cooked. The scientific debate over the health effects of RF has raged on for
decades and it is unlikely that scientific consensus will be reached anytime soon.
What we can do is show that there is a reasonable threat (as defined by at least two legal
dictionaries
https://www.shouselaw.com/criminal_threats.html and https://definitions.uslegal.com/t/threatof-harm/) to our physical and mental health resulting from the radiation emitted by these
antennas. We really need look no further than the World Health Organization's classification
of RF as a possible carcinogen. https://www.iarc.fr/wpcontent/uploads/2018/07/pr208_E.pdf There you go. One of the leading authorities on health
saying there is a potential harm associated with RF exposure. Here is a page from the
American Academy of Pediatrics that also acknowledges the potential harm associated with
RF exposure and recommendations on how to reduce
exposure. https://www.healthychildren.org/English/safety-prevention/all-around/Pages/CellPhone-Radiation-Childrens-Health.aspx Here is an article from Yahoo news, published just
yesterday, highlighting the some of the research and the experts showing that RF radiation
poses a threat to our health. https://finance.yahoo.com/news/cell-phone-radiation-actuallydangerous-124336626.html?soc_src=social-sh&soc_trk=tw
Our family is being exposed to an unprecedented level of RFR inside our homes, all day,
every day. Therefore, we are being exposed to an unprecedented threat to our health inside
our home, against our will, and there is nothing we can do about it. We have already been
harmed by emissions from the antenna. Many studies demonstrate the exact symptoms we
have experienced can result from RFR
exposure. https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lanplh/article/PIIS2542-5196(18)302213/fulltext We live in a constant state of anxiety that we will be permanently damaged by
emissions from the antenna. My family all sleep in the back room with multiple layers of
shielding between them and the antenna. The children can not go in their room or play
outside near the antenna. All of this because of a cell antenna that was installed five feet
from our property without our knowledge or permission. I truly hope that our city's leaders
can see that this is unacceptable.
I am asking you to work with Verizon to turn off the antenna outside my Sister's home
immediately while we go through the process of determining a zoning ordinance for the
City of Sacramento. This is a request I have made multiple times to the City, the FCC, and
to Verizon. In April, all of the neighbors around the antenna wrote a letter to Verizon asking
them to remove the antenna. https://imgur.com/a/NJCqZnc None of us want an antenna near
our home. There are now FOUR antennas near our homes.
My family's situation is a "perfect storm" of bad circumstances. The antenna is too powerful,
too close, and is directed at our home resulting in exposure levels that are many thousands

even millions of times higher than exposure most people receive from cell antennas.
Exposure in all of your homes is likely less than one microwatt per square meter. How is this
fair? We did not ask for the antennas. YOU DID!
Only about 0.02 microwatts per square meter is necessary for a strong cell
signal. http://www.mystreetmychoice.com/press.html We need to develop a zoning
ordinance that will prevent these completely unnecessary exposure levels inside people's
homes. You have the authority to regulate the placement of these antennas. This authority
was upheld by a recent California Supreme court
decision. https://law.justia.com/cases/california/supreme-court/2019/s238001.html Page 8
and 9 of the decision specifically outline your ability to deny an antenna if it would "cause
negative health consequences or create safety concerns." That is EXACTLY what is
happening here. I encourage you to direct city staff to look into actions other cities have
taken to regulate the placement of these antennas. https://mdsafetech.org/cell-tower-andcity-ordinances/  
In the mean time please turn off the cell antenna outside our home. Thank you.  

Noah Davidson

Virus-free. www.avast.com
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Noah Davidson
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To:
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Re: unprecedented exposure levels = unprecedented threat to health
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Hello Council and staff. I am again asking the city clerk enter this email and the
attachments into the public record. I hope you have had a chance to review my email and
consider my request to turn off the antenna near my sister's home. The measurements
presented by the City at the September 9th council meeting definitively prove that the small
cell antennas are exposing Sacramento residents to 10-10,000,000 times more radiation that
previous generation antennas. Plenty of research exists showing that radiation emissions from
previous generation antennas can cause negative health effects. https://mdsafetech.org/celltower-health-effects/ Your decision to deploy these "small" cell antennas near our homes is
exposing us to far worse.
I also wanted to get these two expert opinion letters into the public record. One is from Dr.
Sharon Goldberg. One is from Dr. Paul Heroux.
https://imgur.com/a/8FPZw5F Dr. Sharon Goldberg is a Integrative/Functional Medicine
physician in private practice. Her background includes fifteen years as an academic Hospital
Medicine physician and clinician educator who helped train hundreds of medical students and
resident physicians. Her clinical and research interests include dietary, lifestyle and
environmental modifications in the setting of complex chronic disease. Dr. Goldberg has
clinical expertise in environmental intolerance including Microwave Sickness (ElectroSensitivity). She prepared this letter for your review. In her expert opinion, the harmful effects
of microwave radiation are well established by decades of peer reviewed studies. She contends
the current FCC safety guidelines are completely inadequate for protecting human health.
https://imgur.com/a/XahAP2K Professor Heroux is a toxicologist who has a PhD in Physics
and began his career working for the industry on health effects from electromagnetic fields and
radiation. When he realized there are adverse health effects, he decided to leave the industry
and expand his medical qualifications and now Professor Heroux teaches courses on EMFs
adverse health effects at McGill University. He has conducted research on the effects of
EMFs, authored several text books and he can attest to how the industry has mislead the public
and hides health effects. He prepared this presentation for the Illinois State Assembly just last
month. It is equally applicable to the scenario regarding 5G in Sacramento. This presentation
highlights some of the many problems with 5G including negative health effects and
industry/FCC corruption.
These are two credible experts who have published work in the field of EMF and are harshly
adverse to the deployment of cell antennas in residential neighborhoods. Please weigh their
opinions in your decision to protect your constituents from the dangers of 5G. It is among your
primary duties to protect the health and well being of your constituents and in the Mayor's own
words "if there is a demonstrated and serious health risk to anything, that comes before any
other objective, of course." The serious risk to our health is clearly demonstrated by the
research and expert opinions I have already provided you.
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lanplh/article/PIIS2542-5196(18)30221-3/fulltext
https://thehill.com/opinion/healthcare/416515-theres-a-clear-cell-phone-cancer-link-but-fda-is-

downplaying-it
https://5gawarenessnow.files.wordpress.com/2019/09/5g-emf-hazards-dr-martin-l.-pall-euemf2018-6-11us3.pdf
Now I am asking you to exercise the duties of your office to protect the health and property of
Sacramento residents. Sacramento City Code Chapter 8.04 Article II states:
A. Criminal Violations. It is unlawful for any responsible party, person, firm or
corporation, whether owner, lessee, manager, sublessor, sublessee or occupant of
any premises who to cause, allow, permit or maintain a property, building or structure
to exist upon which any of the social nuisances identified in this chapter occur, or to
use or occupy the property, building or structure in a way that permit or maintains the
same to be done contrary to or in violation of any of the provisions of this code. Each
person who violates the provisions of this code shall be guilty of a misdemeanor for
each and every day, or any portion of a day during which the such violation exists, is
committed, maintained, permitted or continues.
B. Civil Penalties. In addition to any other remedy, including injunctive relief, any
person violating the provisions of this chapter shall be subject to a civil action to abate
or enjoin the nuisance and shall be liable for civil penalties of not less than two
hundred fifty dollars ($250.00) or more than twenty-five thousand dollars ($25,000.00)
for each day the violation continues. The city attorney may pursue any lawful civil
remedy and civil penalties brought to enforce any provisions of this chapter.
https://www.qcode.us/codes/sacramento/view.php?topic=8-8_04-ii-8_04_080&frames=on
Article IV goes on to define a nuisance as:
It is unlawful and a misdemeanor and a public nuisance for any person owning,
leasing, occupying, or having charge or possession of any premises in this city to
maintain the premises in a manner that any one or more of the conditions or activities
described in the following subsections are found to exist and allowed to continue:
A. The keeping, storing, depositing, or accumulating on the premises of any personal
property within the view of persons on adjacent or nearby real property or the public
right-of-way, when the personal property constitutes visual blight, reduces the
aesthetic appearance of the neighborhood, is offensive to the senses, or is
detrimental to nearby real property or property value...
E. Any dangerous, unsightly, or blighted condition that is detrimental to the health,
safety, or welfare of the public;
https://www.qcode.us/codes/sacramento/view.php?topic=8-8_04-iv8_04_100&frames=on
In addition to the health hazards, we have already provided research demonstrating
that cell antennas have a negative effect on property values and home
salability. https://ehtrust.org/cell-phone-towers-lower-property-values-documentationresearch/ By continuing the operation of the antennas near my family's home (I am
sure you know the address by now, but I can provide it to you off the record), both
Verizon and the City of Sacramento are in violation of the city code referenced above
and are subject to criminal violations and civil penalties. You are legally obligated to
correct this violation within 30 days of this

notice. https://www.qcode.us/codes/sacramento/view.php?topic=8-8_04-ii8_04_080&frames=on
Again, I ask that this email and it's attachments be added to the public record. I hope
you all have a good weekend. Thank you for your attention to this matter.

Virus-free. www.avast.com

On Fri, Sep 27, 2019 at 12:33 AM ForceOneFitness <forceonefitness@
wrote:
Hello again council. I am asking the city clerk to please enter this email into the city's public
record.
I heard from Dennis Rogers this week which was very encouraging. I truly hope the city is
doing its due diligence in looking into a passing a zoning ordinance to protect residents from
the dangers of 5G.
I hope I have already made this point clear, but I will emphasize it again. The main reason
5G poses such a risk to our health, and why there is growing global resistance, is due to
the "small cell" antennas being so close to people's homes. This is resulting in
unprecedented levels of constant exposure inside our homes.
The measurements commissioned by the city of Sacramento, and presented by Dr.
Jerrold Bushberg at the September 3rd city council meeting definitively PROVE this
point. Slide three of the presentation shows that the ground level exposure from the
small cell antennas in the Pocket area was measured to be 0.6% of the FCC limit or
60,000 microwatts per square meter. https://imgur.com/YbzuNXc That is roughly 167
times below the FCC limit. Compare this to "typical" ground level exposure from
previous generation antennas which both the FCC and the City of Sacramento cite as
"thousands of times below FCC safety
limits." http://www.cityofsacramento.org/Smart-City/5G/Is-It-Safe
This alone proves that these "small cells" are exposing us to much higher levels of radiation
than previous generation antennas, but the problem is actually far worse. Exposure at or near
the height of the antenna is thousands of times higher than exposure at ground level, and
because these antennas are being installed at roughly the same height as a two story home,
people are going to be living in or very close to the main transmission beam where exposure
is highest. https://imgur.com/a/OekkgLC
The worst case scenario I have come across is in my nieces' bedroom. The Verizon antenna
is only 60 feet away from their room and is pointed at our home. Measurements inside their
room were 460,000 microwatts per square meter, 4.6% or roughly 1/20 of the FCC safety
limit. https://imgur.com/a/56wC2sy This is EXTREMELY high exposure from a cell
antenna. Even Dr. Bushberg will admit that. Thankfully, most of the antennas I have seen
are pointed away from the nearest home, and resulting exposure will be far less than what
we are being subjected to, but that does not necessarily mean that others will be safe.

One of the things that the Mayor said at the end of the meeting was that our group did not
prove that "5G technology is absolutely unsafe." Is that really the responsibility of the
public? To establish scientifically that something we are being subjected to against our will
is definitively harmful? Is it not your responsibility to demonstrate that 5G is safe?
Bushberg's presentation failed to do so. All he proved was that exposure from the antennas is
likely to be under the FCC safety limit, which only acknowledges thermal effects. This is
best explained in a letter from Norbert Hankin of the
EPA. http://electromagnetichealth.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/09/USEPA_Letter.pdf The
city did not provide us a guarantee that people will not be harmed by the antennas, only that
we will not be cooked. The scientific debate over the health effects of RF has raged on for
decades and it is unlikely that scientific consensus will be reached anytime soon.
What we can do is show that there is a reasonable threat (as defined by at least two legal
dictionaries
https://www.shouselaw.com/criminal_threats.html and https://definitions.uslegal.com/t/threatof-harm/) to our physical and mental health resulting from the radiation emitted by these
antennas. We really need look no further than the World Health Organization's classification
of RF as a possible carcinogen. https://www.iarc.fr/wpcontent/uploads/2018/07/pr208_E.pdf There you go. One of the leading authorities on health
saying there is a potential harm associated with RF exposure. Here is a page from the
American Academy of Pediatrics that also acknowledges the potential harm associated with
RF exposure and recommendations on how to reduce
exposure. https://www.healthychildren.org/English/safety-prevention/all-around/Pages/CellPhone-Radiation-Childrens-Health.aspx Here is an article from Yahoo news, published just
yesterday, highlighting the some of the research and the experts showing that RF radiation
poses a threat to our health. https://finance.yahoo.com/news/cell-phone-radiation-actuallydangerous-124336626.html?soc_src=social-sh&soc_trk=tw
Our family is being exposed to an unprecedented level of RFR inside our homes, all day,
every day. Therefore, we are being exposed to an unprecedented threat to our health inside
our home, against our will, and there is nothing we can do about it. We have already been
harmed by emissions from the antenna. Many studies demonstrate the exact symptoms we
have experienced can result from RFR
exposure. https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lanplh/article/PIIS2542-5196(18)302213/fulltext We live in a constant state of anxiety that we will be permanently damaged by
emissions from the antenna. My family all sleep in the back room with multiple layers of
shielding between them and the antenna. The children can not go in their room or play
outside near the antenna. All of this because of a cell antenna that was installed five feet
from our property without our knowledge or permission. I truly hope that our city's leaders
can see that this is unacceptable.
I am asking you to work with Verizon to turn off the antenna outside my Sister's home
immediately while we go through the process of determining a zoning ordinance for the
City of Sacramento. This is a request I have made multiple times to the City, the FCC, and
to Verizon. In April, all of the neighbors around the antenna wrote a letter to Verizon asking
them to remove the antenna. https://imgur.com/a/NJCqZnc None of us want an antenna near
our home. There are now FOUR antennas near our homes.
My family's situation is a "perfect storm" of bad circumstances. The antenna is too powerful,
too close, and is directed at our home resulting in exposure levels that are many thousands

even millions of times higher than exposure most people receive from cell antennas.
Exposure in all of your homes is likely less than one microwatt per square meter. How is this
fair? We did not ask for the antennas. YOU DID!
Only about 0.02 microwatts per square meter is necessary for a strong cell
signal. http://www.mystreetmychoice.com/press.html We need to develop a zoning
ordinance that will prevent these completely unnecessary exposure levels inside people's
homes. You have the authority to regulate the placement of these antennas. This authority
was upheld by a recent California Supreme court
decision. https://law.justia.com/cases/california/supreme-court/2019/s238001.html Page 8
and 9 of the decision specifically outline your ability to deny an antenna if it would "cause
negative health consequences or create safety concerns." That is EXACTLY what is
happening here. I encourage you to direct city staff to look into actions other cities have
taken to regulate the placement of these antennas. https://mdsafetech.org/cell-tower-andcity-ordinances/  
In the mean time please turn off the cell antenna outside our home. Thank you.  

Noah Davidson

Virus-free. www.avast.com
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Noah Davidson

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ForceOneFitness
Luis Montes
Re: Verizon Antenna on Pocket Road
Thursday, April 25, 2019 13:33:47

Do you have Scott Stewart's phone number? Perhaps I could get in touch with him that way.
On Thu, Apr 25, 2019 at 1:12 PM ForceOneFitness <forceonefitness@
wrote:
Hello Luis. Thank you for your response. Item 17 details the cities that have taken action to
stop or control the rollout of 5G including news articles and videos of city council meetings.
https://ehtrust.org/key-issues/cell-phoneswireless/5g-internet-everything/20-quick-factswhat-you-need-to-know-about-5g-wireless-and-small-cells/ To be clear I am not asking to
stop 5G from being implemented in Sacramento. That is not my place. I understand many
residents are looking forward to 5G. I wonder how many of them will feel the same when an
antenna pops up in front of their home, but again, not my place. I am asking for the antenna
in front of my Sister's home to be moved. We do not feel safe with it there. We are
considering selling our home if Verizon refuses to move the antenna and the antenna will
make it more difficult to sell the home. I have been writing Verizon for 2 months requesting
they move the antenna. They have not responded. I wrote a letter 2.5 weeks ago in
coordination with all the neighbors near the antenna requesting Verizon move the antenna.
We mailed 4 copies of this letter addressed to Verizon's corporate office, their two consumer
complaint addresses, and to Scott Stewart directly. Certified mail, return receipt. They
received the letters. Still no response. As we see it Verizon has endangered our health,
diminished our property values, and stolen our peace of mind all without any warning and
without our consent. No one with any authority is doing anything about it either. It is
absolutely abusive and unacceptable.
On Thu, Apr 25, 2019 at 9:23 AM Luis Montes <LMontes@cityofsacramento.org> wrote:
Hello,

To our knowledge, no California City has effectively stopped the deployment of 5G in
their jurisdiction. One community has passed an emergency ordinance to give them more
time to understand the potential health impacts. Some communities have gone to court (a
tower was moved unrelated to 5G) or appealed directly to carriers to have infrastructure
moved from specific sites.

The process for community members to request sites be moved is to appeal directly to the
carrier. The City of Sacramento, per FCC regulation, does not have the ability to
limit/restrict the deployment of wireless within Sacramento. Verizon has provided the
following contact:

Scott Stewart
Director, Network Engineering

Verizon Wireless
2785 Mitchell Dr, Bldg. 9
Walnut Creek, CA 94598

I will relay your concerns to the appropriate staff as they continue to work with Version to
answer questions and concerns.

Best,

Luis E. Montes
Director of Constituent Affairs | Office of Mayor Darrell Steinberg
LMontes@cityofsacramento.org | Phone: 916.808.7182 Fax: 840-7670

From: ForceOneFitness <forceonefitness@
Sent: April 24, 2019 5:20 PM
To: Rick Jennings <RJennings@cityofsacramento.org>; Natasha Greer
<NGreer@cityofsacramento.org>; Luis Montes <LMontes@cityofsacramento.org>; Kelly
F. Rivas <kfrivas@cityofsacramento.org>; Stiles (Perrelli), Meaghan
<meaghan.stiles@mail.house.gov>; Dennis M. Rogers
<dmrogers@cityofsacramento.org>
Subject: Re: Verizon Antenna on Pocket Road

I still have not received a response to this email from Rick Jennings' office or Mayor
Steinberg's office. It is a simple question. How can you justify installing this antenna near
our home and exposing our family to the associated health risks against our will? Do you
plan to continue ignoring me and my family? How is ignoring your constituents safety
acceptable?

On Sat, Apr 20, 2019 at 8:35 PM ForceOneFitness <forceonefitness@

wrote:

NPR's Science Friday had a segment on 5G
yesterday https://www.sciencefriday.com/segments/the-future-of-5g/   About 17
minutes in they discuss the potential negative health effects of radio frequency radiation
(cell phone radiation). Two scientists from the landmark National Toxicology Program

study discuss the increased rates of cancer they observed in their study and potential
mechanisms for harm. They concluded that more research needs to be done in order to
determine the safety of RF radiation. They also say that implementing 5G, I.e. radically
increasing people's exposure to RF radiation, is akin to conducting a large scale
population experiment. I completely agree and I am extremely upset that my family is
on the front line of this experiment, against our will.

The warning signs are everywhere. Earlier in the month Brussles halted their 5G rollout
specifically due to radiation concerns. Last month Sprint turned off a cell antenna at
Weston Elementary school after 10 cancer cases arose in the area. I have cited a number
of studies showing negative health effects associated with RF radiation exposure.I have
tried to warn you of these dangers any way I can. I have also been asking some of you
for over a month to have the cell antenna in front of our home removed. The antenna is
still there with no sign of it being moved any time soon. We were not asked for
permission to install this antenna near our home. We were not even warned ahead of
time. How can you justify exposing our family to this risk against our will? Enjoy your
weekend knowing that your constituents (not just my family) are being experimented on
without consent.

--

--

--

